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Preface I 

Preface 

Impulse waves are tsunami-like events with an enormous destructive power. This natu-

ral hazard is not restricted to oceans, but may also be triggered by gravitational mass 

slides into natural lakes or artificial reservoirs. When impacting a shoreline, the wave 

energy is transformed into an overland flow, which may move inland for kilometers in 

case of flat terrain. In natural hazard assessment, this overland flow should be accounted 

for to determine emergency action plans and the associated preparedness measures. 

This, in turn, requires a thorough understanding of the physical processes involved in 

wave run-up and its transformation into overland flow. 

In his Doctoral Dissertation Mr. Fuchs has systematically analyzed both these run-

up processes and transformation mechanisms by physical experimentation. In particular, 

he developed a wave generator, employed ultrasonic distance sensors and particle image 

velocimetry to measure wave profiles and flow fields on the inclined shore and along 

the horizontal onshore sections, respectively. To avoid scale effects, minimum required 

Weber and Reynolds numbers were first determined by scale family tests. 

Based mainly on the parameters still water depth, shore inclination, approach flow wave 

height and freeboard, Mr. Fuchs then determined the following parameters and devel-

oped predictive equations from his experiments: maximum wave run-up, wave reflec-

tion coefficient for wave run-up and overland flow, wave front velocity, maximum flow 

depths along the shore and overland sections, maximum flow velocities at the transition 

point and in the overland far field, and maximum unit discharges at the transition point. 

The results bridge a gap in the understanding of impulse wave mechanisms which 

had mainly been investigated for the generation and propagation phases so far. They 

further represent a valuable data source for the development of numerical simulation 

tools. These will allow to forecast the effects of impulse wave events and to improve the 

emergency preparedness measures for such extreme natural hazards. 

I wish to express my gratitude to the Swiss National Science Foundation, who fi-

nancially supported Mr. Fuchs’ work (Grant-No. 200020_119717 and 200020_137566). 

My thanks also go to Prof. Dr. W.H. Hager for supervising and co-reviewing the current 

PhD thesis and to Prof. Dr. H. Schüttrumpf, RWTH Aachen, for having served as an-

other co-reviewer. 
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Abstract IX 

Abstract 

Impulse waves are generated by landslides, rockfalls or avalanches impacting a reser-

voir or natural lake. These long waves generated by the impulse transferred to the water 

body in combination with the usually short propagation distance within a lake lead to a 

large damage potential due to wave run-up or dam overtopping. Damages are then 

caused by (1) direct wave load on structures, (2) driftwood and float impact and (3) their 

deposits after water retreat. Major historic events occurred at Lituya Bay, Alaska, in 

1958, or at the Vaiont Reservoir, Italy, in 1963. Recent events were observed at Lake 

Chehalis, Canada, or Lake Lucerne, Switzerland, both in 2007, or at the Lower Grin-

delwald proglacial lake, Switzerland, in 2009. 

Whereas previous VAW research aimed at the generation phase of landslide-

generated impulse waves with a special focus on the wave characteristics, the current 

research concentrates on the opposite wave-shore interaction. A particular focus is given 

to the transition point from the shore slope to the horizontal plane where the orbital 

wave motion is transformed into a shore-parallel flow. As most literature relates only to 

plain wave run-up on a linearly-inclined plane and the few studies focussing on wave-

induced overland flow are case studies considering only a specific bathymetry, currently 

no general conclusions on wave-induced overland flow can be drawn. 

The present study therefore intends to fill in this gap by physical modeling. Test-

ing involved a new test-setup including a piston-type wave maker to generate solitary 

waves, and a smooth impermeable PVC shore of height w = 0.25 m with a connected 

horizontal overland flow portion. By varying the shore slope tanβ = 1/1.5, 1/2.5 and 

1/5.0, the still water depth h = 0.16 - 0.24 m, and the relative wave height H/h = 0.1 -

0.7, a wide range of basic parameters was covered. Overland flow depths and front 

velocities were measured along the shore using Ultrasonic Distance Sensors. Further, 

flow features were obtained by Particle Image Velocimetry recordings at the transition 

point. Plain wave run-up on three linearly-inclined PVC shores with tanβ = 1/1.5, 1/2.5 

and 1/5.0 was also tested. 

The main results of the present study include the maximum wave run-up heights, 

wave reflection coefficients and the free surface profiles. Prediction equations are speci-

fied regarding the onshore flow front propagation, maximum flow depths at the transi-

tion point and along the shore, maximum flow velocities at the transition point and in 

the ‘far field’ as well as the flow discharge at the transition point.  
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Kurzfassung XI 

Kurzfassung 

Impulswellen werden in Talsperren oder natürlichen Seen durch Lawinen, Felsstürze 

oder Landrutschungen erzeugt. Der übertragene Impuls generiert lange Wellen, die 

infolge der normalerweise kurzen Propagationsdistanz ein enormes Schädigungspoten-

zial durch Wellenauflaufen oder Überschwappen aufweisen. Die Schäden entstehen 

durch (1) Wellenschlag gegen Bauten, (2) Anprall von Schwemmmaterial beziehungs-

weise (3) dessen Ablagerung bei Rückzug des Wassers. Historische Ereignisse traten 

1958 in der Lituya Bay, Alaska, oder 1963 an der Vaiont Talsperre in Italien auf. Neue-

re Ereignisse wurden 2007 am Lake Chehalis in Kanada sowie am Vierwaldstättersee in 

der Schweiz, oder im Jahr 2009 am Unteren Grindelwaldgletschersee beobachtet. 

Im Gegensatz zu früheren Untersuchungen an der VAW, die sich auf die Entste-

hungsphase von Impulswellen und deren spezifische Eigenschaften bezog, konzentriert 

sich die aktuelle Forschungsarbeit auf die Auswirkungen der Wellen am Gegenufer. 

Eine besondere Bedeutung kommt dabei dem Übergangspunkt von Uferböschung zur 

horizontalen Ebene zu, an dem die orbitale Wellenbewegung in eine gerichtete 

Uferüberströmung umgewandelt wird. Die vorhandene Literatur bezieht sich entweder 

auf Wellenauflauf auf ein linear geneigtes Ufer, oder untersucht eine Überlandströmung 

nur für eine spezifische Parameterkombination. Gegenwärtig können daher keine allge-

meingültigen Aussagen zu welleninduzierter Überlandströmung getroffen werden. 

Die vorliegende Arbeit will diese Wissenslücke basierend auf physikalischen Mo-

dellversuchen schliessen. Für die Untersuchungen wurde ein neuer Versuchsaufbau 

eingerichtet. Dieser beinhaltet neben einem Translationswellengenerator zum Erzeugen 

von Solitärwellen ein w = 0.25 m hohes, glattes und undurchlässiges PVC-Ufer mit 

angeschlossener horizontaler Ebene. Die Parameterstudie umfasst die Variation der 

Böschungsneigung tanβ = 1/1.5, 1/2.5 und 1/5.0, der Ruhewassertiefe h = 0.16 - 0.24 m 

und der relativen Wellenhöhe H/h = 0.1 - 0.7. Abflusstiefen und Frontgeschwindigkei-

ten wurden entlang des Ufers mit Ultraschall-Distanz-Sensoren ermittelt. Zusätzlich 

wurde das Strömungsfeld am Übergangspunkt mithilfe der Particle Image Velocimetry 

erfasst. Wellenauflauf auf eine durchgehende, tanβ = 1/1.5, 1/2.5 und 1/5.0 geneigte 

Ebene wurde als vereinfachter Fall zusätzlich untersucht. 

Als Hauptergebnis der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden maximale Auflaufhöhen, Re-

flektionskoeffizienten und die Wasserspiegellagen analysiert. Weiterhin werden Glei-

chungen angegeben zur Abschätzung von Abflusstiefen entlang des Ufers, der maxima-

len Strömungsgeschwindigkeiten am Übergangspunkt und im ‘Fernfeld’ sowie des 

maximalen Abflusses am Überganspunkt.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Initiation 

Landslides, rockslides, rockfalls, snow avalanches, glacier calvings, earthquakes or even 

asteroid impacts may generate large water waves in oceans, lakes, or artificial reser-

voirs. In all these cases a certain impulse is transferred to the water body thereby induc-

ing energy and mass transport within the fluid. These waves, referred to as ‘impulse 

waves’, typically have large wavelengths of the order of 100 m and therefore mostly 

belong to the category of shallow-water or transitional-type waves. The largest type of 

impulse waves are mainly generated in oceans by earthquakes. Due to media presence 

the term ‘tsunami’ has widely established following the Japanese expression for ‘harbor 

wave’. These remarkable waves contributed to the largest damages and losses mankind 

ever experienced. 

Impulse waves are similar regarding their characteristics; though one order of 

magnitude smaller than tsunamis, they inhibit a large damage potential and threat re-

gions beyond ocean access. The usually short propagation distance within a lake or 

reservoir leads to small wave attenuation thereby retaining the large damage potential. 

Damages are either caused by direct wave impact on buildings and structures, or even 

dam overtopping resulting in flooding of valleys, by driftwood and floating material, 

and their deposits after water retreat, respectively. 

If the impulse wave potential is identified during the planning phase of a reser-

voir, a physical model study can be assigned to ensure facility safety. Since this proce-

dure is usually time consuming, it is inapplicable for existing, yet impulse wave-

endangered sites. A quick hazard assessment is then required, incorporating a computa-

tional approach and continuous survey of potential slide or avalanche regions. If signals 

of motion are detected, the most favorable measure against impulse wave impact is a 

quick water level drawdown. On the one hand this drawdown has to be accomplished 

fast enough to provide sufficient freeboard for wave run-up with only admissible dam-

ages. On the other hand, a too fast water level drop may provoke additional slope insta-

bilities due to inner pore pressures, and flooding of the tailwater. The knowledge of the 

damage potential is crucial for these decisions. 

The presence of numerous alpine lakes and reservoirs surrounded be steep shores, 

potentially subjected to slide events, implicates the special importance of this topic to 
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the Alps in general, and to Switzerland in particular. The Laboratory of Hydraulics, 

Hydrology and Glaciology has therefore been involved into wave-related research for a 

long time. Huber (1980) was the first of a series of researchers investigating slide-

induced impulse waves. Besides his experiments in a 2D channel, he also conducted 

tests in a wave basin enabling for a comparison of both. He provided an estimate for 

impulse wave heights. Sander (1990) was concerned with wave generation theories and 

contributed to this topic with his experiments involving a piston-type wave generator or 

a bottom lift mechanism. Müller (1995) generated waves using a falling weight, a so- 

called ‘Russell’s wave generator’. He focused on wave run-up on steep slopes (1:0 – 1:3 

(V:H)) and provided an equation to estimate the overtopping rates. A new decade in 

impulse wave research was introduced by Fritz (2002), who set up a worldwide unique 

Pneumatic Landslide Generator, enabling for an independent variation of all basic pa-

rameters. He investigated the effect of impact angle and slide velocity. Zweifel (2004) 

continued this research focusing on slide granulometry and still water depth effects. The 

research cycle was completed by Heller (2007) focusing on grain size effects and an 

enhanced wave type classification. The Impulse Product Parameter was identified as the 

dominant parameter combination describing the impulse wave characteristics. A compu-

tational guideline for landslide-induced impulse waves summarized the results of past 

VAW research and external literature (Heller et al. 2009). The plane wave generation 

process is currently considered adequately described, although parameter gaps in the 

basic parameter range still exist. Particularly for the lower range of Impulse Product 

Parameter values, corresponding to slow and thin slides, additional research is neces-

sary. 

1.2 Objectives 

The present work is related to the impulse wave effects during the run-up and overland 

flow phases at the shore opposite to the wave generation. As impulse wave types are 

already known a simpler wave generation mechanism was used, avoiding the difficulties 

imposed by granular material handling. A smooth, impermeable shore was inserted into 

the wave channel. The wave-shore interaction was investigated by varying the relative 

wave height, relative shore height and the shore slope. The free water surface was also 

recorded upstream of the shore to control incident wave properties and onshore to de-

duce the overland flow characteristics. 
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The main focuses of the study are to: 

 establish a model setup to systematically investigate 2D wave-shore interaction, 

 ensure the precise generation of solitary waves, 

 investigate scale and model effects for solitary wave run-up and overland flow, 

 improve the general process understanding, 

 determine the flow velocities and flow depths on the overland flow portion, 

 study the flow field at the transition from slope to horizontal plane using PIV, 

 and to provide an estimate for wave run-up and overland flow characteristics. 

All these objectives add to the improved hazard assessment. Hazard maps similar to 

those made for flood plains contribute to an increased awareness of impulse wave risk. 

1.3 Survey 

The present work is subdivided into 7 chapters. A general background on waves is 

given in Chapter 2, followed by a literature survey and a summary of the current 

knowledge in Chapter 3. Furthermore the identified research gaps are specified. The 

experimental setup is described in Chapter 4 with a special focus on the wave genera-

tion mechanism and an error analysis. The experimental results and their discussion 

include the scale family investigated prior to the main experimentation, classical plain 

wave run-up and finally wave-induced overland flow in Chapter 5 as the main part of 

this work. A computational example follows in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 finally summarizes 

the main results. 
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12  Background 

In the first instance, a slide impact induces unordered fluid displacement. Estab-

lishment of ordered wave motion due to forces described above entails a certain propa-

gation distance and corresponding propagation time. The maximum wave height there-

fore occurs at a certain distance to the slide impact location independently of laterally 

confined (2D) or unconfined (3D) wave propagation. Beyond this location wave attenu-

ation leads to reduced wave amplitude for increasing propagation distance (Heller et al. 

2009). 

Wave propagation, as the second region of an impulse wave event, involves addi-

tional effects: wave attenuation, diffraction, refraction, shoaling and wave breaking. 

 Any motion on earth is subjected to energy dissipation, continuously reducing the 

actual energy available for the motion process. For water waves this process 

caused by turbulence or wall friction is called attenuation and leads to reduced 

wave height. 

 Diffraction covers the process of a wave laterally transmitting a part of its energy 

to the wave shadow, when passing an object. 

 Since wave celerity decreases for decreasing still water depth, a wave approaching 

a shore under an angle changes its propagation direction. That part of the wave 

less affected by reduced still water depth propagates faster; hence, the wave tends 

to adjust parallel to the shore which is called refraction. 

 Shoaling considers wave transformation under changing propagation width and 

still water depth for constant wave energy. If the wave spreads radially in an un-

confined topography, the wave energy distributes over increasing area leading to 

significantly smaller wave amplitudes, as compared with 2D wave propagation. If 

the still water depth is reduced, the wave energy concentrates in a smaller water 

column leading to increased wave amplitude. 

 Wave breaking, i.e. the separation of fluid particles from the wave crest, involves 

large turbulence, air entrainment and energy dissipation, and is indicated by white 

caps or foam. 

During wave run-up the orbital wave motion is transferred to directional overland 

flow at the shore. Large flow forces mobilize sediment and objects, e.g. garbage con-

tainers, trees or even cars, transported as suspended material thereby increasing the fluid 

density (Figure 2.7). Damages to infrastructures are then caused by hydrodynamic 

forces or impact of the floating material. When the water retreats, the suspended materi-

al and debris are deposited. 
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A different classification is made regarding wave periodicity. For definition pur-

poses mostly a single sinusoidal wave is considered, although it is virtually non-existent 

in nature. The only wave occurring as a single wave is the solitary wave, consisting of a 

single wave crest without any trough. Solitary waves belong to the shallow-water cate-

gory even though they have a higher celerity than specified in Table 2.1. Regular or 

monochromatic waves implicate a periodic appearance of waves of constant length, 

which is again virtually non-existent in nature. What is commonly known as a sea state 

is a superposition of numerous regular waves. At a certain considered location, observed 

waves vary in frequency, amplitude, and propagation direction. These irregular or 

random waves are characterized by statistical quantities, e.g. a significant wave height 

and period. A certain sea state is then defined by either a wave amplitude spectrum or 

the respective energy spectrum. 

Surface waves inhibit a dispersive character related to the frequency and ampli-

tude. Frequency dispersion describes the relation between single wave celerity and 

group celerity. Since the deep-water wave celerity depends on the wave length, longer 

waves separate from a propagating wave group. Contrary, the non-linear wave celerity 

is related to the wave height. Amplitude dispersion is therefore associated with large 

waves separating from a propagating wave group. 

A mathematical treatment of surface waves involves the surface elevation η, as 

well as pressure p and the particle velocities v as the three unknowns. A direct solution 

is not possible and approximations are therefore necessary. The obtained wave equa-

tions are only valid for the corresponding limitations. The approximations basically 

involve the rotational / irrotational and oscillatory / translatory character of wave mo-

tion. Basically four different types of fluid motion are possible, either depending on a 

certain flow velocity component (translation), or the variation of flow velocity compo-

nents in the longitudinal direction (dilatation), or in the transversal direction (shear or 

angular deformation) as well as rotation. For each of the four parts of fluid motion also 

a possible acceleration exists implying a corresponding inertia force 

 
t

v
mF

d

d
 .         (2.2) 

The flow then inhibits a local inertia force due to the variation of the velocity of transla-

tion or the corresponding derivative with respect to time, and/or a convective inertia 

force due to the variation of deformation and rotation or the corresponding derivative 

with respect to space, given as 
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18  Background 

k

g
cg           (2.5) 

and the respective capillary contribution 


 k

cc  ,         (2.6) 

in which σ is the fluid surface tension, ρ is the fluid density and the wave number is 

L
k

π2
 .         (2.7) 

Whereas for small wave lengths and thus still water depths of the order of a couple of 

millimeters, surface tension is the governing force, gravity becomes prominent for 

larger water depths. The minimum wave celerity at which wave propagation is possible 

is found by the derivative 

0


k

c
         (2.8)

 

with 


 k

k

g
cccc cg  22

      (2.9) 

as 

4min

4


 g

c  .         (2.10) 

Given a surface tension of σ = 0.074 N/m and a water density of ρ = 1000 kg/m3 results 

in cmin = 0.232 m/s, corresponding to a deep-water wave length of L = 0.017 m for 

which both contributions are equal (Figure 2.13a). For a deep-water wave length of 

L = 0.1 m surface tension accounts for only 2.9% of the total wave celerity (Figure 

2.13b). 

As mentioned above, fully established wave motion is commonly considered irro-

tational and thus, interior energy dissipation is small. Particularly during wave genera-

tion in a wind or storm field, shear introduces significant energy dissipation due to 

turbulence, resulting in white caps. For a slide impact, large strain rates induce splash or 

wave breaking. The wave amplitude reduces exponentially as 

te
a

a 
0

,         (2.11) 

in which the subscript 0 denotes the initial amplitude, θ is the respective damping coef-

ficient accounting for internal dissipation, the bottom boundary or dissipation at the free 
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Within the infinite wave length, the wave volume is 

3
4

ah
hVs  .         (2.20) 

For engineering purposes, an effective solitary wave length 

ha

h
L

24.4
%95           (2.21)

 

containing 95% of the wave volume, is defined. Two different theories predict the wave 

characteristics. Laitone (1959) specified horizontal particle velocities under the wave 

crest as 
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whereas McCowan (1891) defined them as 
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and its vertical pendant as 
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with parameters Nv and Mv given by 
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Whereas Laitone’s velocities exceed the wave celerity for large relative wave heights 

(ε ≈ 0.7), which is impossible unless the wave breaks, McCowan’s theory is in good 

agreement with laboratory data (Figure 2.17). Due to symmetry conditions, the vertical 

velocity under the wave crest is zero. The depth-averaged horizontal velocity 






h

c
vx
~          (2.27)

 

is of special importance for piston-type wave generation (Goring 1978). 
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3 Literature review 

3.1 Introduction 

The present section provides a review of relevant research highlighting the current 

knowledge on impulse wave-induced overland flow. Literature with direct impact on the 

present work was selected, supporting the investigational approach and illustrating the 

main objectives. Specific results are used for data interpretation and discussion below. 

The main topics are related to: (Section 3.2) Impulse waves in general, showing that 

solitary waves adequately represent typical impulse wave features; (Section 3.3) Wave 

run-up as the primary wave-shore interaction; (Section 3.4) Overland flows as the sub-

sequent effect caused by long waves, involving similarities to dambreak flow; and 

(Section 3.5) Scale effects. Although few numerical investigations are presented in 

Section 3.6, there is no particular focus on this aspect within this literature review. 

Research gaps and the deduced objectives of the current work are presented in Section 

3.7. 

A more detailed literature review on impulse wave generation methods is provid-

ed e.g. by Heller (2007). Le Méhauté et al. (1968), Müller (1995) or Goseberg (2011) 

provide a comprehensive state-of-the-art on breaking and non-breaking single, regular 

and irregular wave run-up. 

3.2 Impulse waves 

Russell (1837) performed first impulse wave modeling after he had observed solitary 

waves generated as primary ship waves in a nautical canal in 1834. He used a 6.1 m 

long and 0.3 m wide channel, in which waves were generated either by emptying a 

connected water reservoir, or by using a falling weight, later called ‘Russell's wave 

generator’ or using a kind of a piston-type wave generator. The still water depth was up 

to h = 0.183 m and the maximum relative wave height was ε = 0.34 for a still water 

depth of h = 0.098 m. He simulated a channel of greater length by reflecting the waves 

at the channel end several times, thus wave propagation could be measured more pre-

cisely. As one of the first he stated, that the solitary wave celerity is independent of its 

generation velocity and determined it to 

  ahgc  .        (3.1) 
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His work is of descriptive nature without further mathematical formulations. 

Wiegel (1955) conducted an extensive series of tests using submerged solid bod-

ies. Besides tests with a wedge on an 1:1 (V:H) inclined slope he tested a series of 

varying rectangular boxes falling freely into the water body, a rectangular box sliding 

down an incline with angles varying between 22.7° and 90° as well as a lead plate fall-

ing in the water body. Without any mathematical formulations he concludes that disper-

sive waves were generated from all bodies except for tests involving a plate which 

generated Airy type waves followed by trailing dispersive waves. For all tests a crest 

always formed first. The wave amplitude strongly depended on the submerged body 

weight, whereas the wave period corresponded to the body length. He further stated that 

only 1% of the initial potential energy of a body is transferred into wave energy. 

Impulse wave generation by a vertical bed movement and the subsequent non-

linear wave propagation over a horizontal bottom was theoretically and experimentally 

investigated by Hammack (1972). Wave features were related to initial bed movement 

parameters such as the motion amplitude and motion duration. The results were applied 

to the 1964 Alaskan earthquake generated tsunami, yet observations differed from the 

prototype due to the simplified bottom geometry. 

A unique pneumatic landslide generator was developed at VAW, financed by a 

previous SNF project (Fritz and Moser 2003). Whereas for higher slide Froude numbers 

a granular slide behaves similar to a solid body, fluid is entrained into the pore volume 

for smaller slide Froude numbers, thereby generating complex three phase flow and 

turbulence. The generated wave amplitudes are therefore smaller as compared with 

waves generated by solid body slides (Zweifel 2004). A further distinction has to be 

made between 2D and 3D wave propagation. In the 3D case the wave energy spreads 

over a larger domain leading to smaller wave amplitudes as compared with 2D wave 

propagation (Huber and Hager 1997). The research at VAW resulted in a guideline to 

assess the slide-induced impulse wave characteristics depending on the initial slide 

parameters prior to an event (Heller et al. 2009). The main features therefore depend on 

the impulse product parameter 

    214121 76cos MSFP  ,       (3.2) 

combining the slide Froude number F = Vs/(gh)1/2, the relative slide thickness S = s/h, 

the relative slide mass M = ms/(ρwbh2) and the slide impact angle α. 

An analytical approach for the Russell wave generator was proposed by Di Risio 

and Sammarco (2008) relating to the linear wave theory for the leading wave character-
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One of the first works directly related to the present study, covering the solitary wave 

run-up onto an impermeable, linear inclined slope was conducted by Hall and Watts 

(1953). Concentrating on non-breaking waves, they found a dependency of the run-up 

height on the offshore still water depth, the offshore wave height, and the beach slope. 

Basic parameters of the 160 tests conducted were in the range of h = 0.152 - 0.686 m, 

ε = 0.05 - 0.564 and β = 5, 10, 15, 25, 45°. The concrete wave channel was 25.9 m long, 

4.3 m wide and 1.2 m deep and waves were generated by the uniform motion of a fall-

ing weight which was translated into the horizontal direction. The shore insets were 

made of wooden plates on a rigid frame. Wave heights and run-up were measured by 

visual observations and the wave celerity was measured using an automatically con-

trolled watch. Different run-up characteristics were observed for shore angles of β < 12° 

and β > 12°, as a gentle slope is dominated by friction effects, whereas a steep slope is 

dominated by gravity and inertia. Their run-up predictions 

35.09.167.011 
h

r
 (β = 5 - 12°) (3.4) 

and 

02.015.113.005.3  
h

r
 (β = 12 - 45°)      (3.5)

are widely accepted although the data are based on outdated experimental techniques. 

Based on the solitary wave theory, Wallace (1963) deduced the run-up height of 

solitary waves on vertical walls as 

5.2
h

r
.          (3.6)

Battjes (1974) related several surf zone characteristics of regular wave run-up to 

the surf similarity parameter defined by Iribarren and Nogales (1949) as 

ξ = tan/(H/L)0.5 (Eq. 2.15). Breaking criterion, breaker-type, wave run-up, water level 

set-up and reflection are described by . 

Togashi (1980) compared experimentally measured short period wave run-up with 

a run-up prediction of long waves on gentle slopes between 1:10 and 1:60 (V:H). For a 

relative wave height of ε = 0.3 the solitary wave (H/L = 0.04) run-up was r/h ≈ 1.5 

compared to r/h ≈ 0.3 as observed for short-period waves (Figure 3.2). 

r/H = 2.5----------

r/H ≈ 1.5

r/H ≈ 0.3
-----------

-----------
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the linear non-dispersive theory to model prototype tsunami propagation due to the 

small amplitude in deep-water. 

A simple analytical approach for the overland propagation of a bore was presented 

by Cox and Machemehl (1986). Combining the average rate of energy dissipation per 

unit area of a bore with the decay rate of wave energy during propagation they obtained 

  2321

3

d

d

HDgDT

H

x

H

w 
 ,       (3.17) 

with D as the depth of a required onshore water layer. The thicker this water layer, the 

smaller is the energy dissipation due to breaking. Frictional dissipation is assumed 

negligible compared to the amount of energy dissipation due to breaking turbulence. 

The theory presented offers a simple assessment of the required structural setback from 

the shore. 

A research related to the present project was conducted by Zelt and Raichlen 

(1991). They investigated wave-induced overland flow both numerically and experi-

mentally. Both the shore height and the offshore still water depth were 0.20 m, so that 

the ratio between the shore elevation and the still water depth was unity. The shore was 

either dry or wet. For both conditions solitary waves of relative height ε = 0.14 and 0.21 

were generated resulting in maximum overland flow depths of dmax = 0.03 to 0.05 m. 

They obtained the front velocity by extracting camera recordings, and referred to the 

similarity between overland flow and dambreak waves. 

Wave impact against a vertical wall was studied by Ramsden (1992). Experiments 

involving solitary waves, undular bores, turbulent bores, and surges on a dry bed were 

compared with analytical and numerical models. Strong vertical accelerations during 

splash deflection at the wall reduced the measured wall forces as compared with hydro-

static predictions for all test conditions. The maximum run-up height of the dry-bed 

overland flow tests amounted to 1.5 - 1.6 times the approach flow velocity head. Based 

on Whitham (1955), and with the tip length ltip and the friction factor f = 0.0056 -

 0.0125, the expression 

  











21

21
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        (3.18) 

was found to be in good agreement with the measured propagation of the dry-bed surge, 

given that f was adjusted to the test conditions. Forces predicted according to Cross 

(1967) were by 30 - 50% lower than those measured. The various incident wave charac-
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teristics mentioned above were all considered separately but the focus was not to con-

nect incident wave and subsequent overland flow features. 

The dambreak problem was experimentally studied in a horizontal channel by 

Lauber and Hager (1998). They presented detailed results concerning the definition of 

the free surface profiles, velocity distributions, and discharge in the surge body. The 

relative front (subscript f) velocity with the tip depth ratio σtip = ha/h0, the average (sub-

script a) friction coefficient fa and the time parameter τ = T ‒ 21/2 is 
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tip

tip
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f
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V .       (3.19) 

The front velocity was found to increase linearly from the initial dam location to the 

flow tip with the maximum flow velocity located slightly upstream of the flow front. 

Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci (2005a) investigated regular and irregular wave run-up 

on sea dikes theoretically and experimentally. As the landward dike failure is essentially 

related to individual maximum overtopping events, the velocities and thickness of the 

water sheet responsible for the erosion potential were quantified. The flow velocity on 

the dike crest was derived using a simplified Navier-Stokes equation to 
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0 .         (3.20)

 
It was validated with experimental data with a relative standard deviation of 19% for 

regular waves. 

An analytical solution of the dambreak problem on a dry bottom was determined 

by Chanson (2006) solving the Saint-Venant equations by the method of characteristics. 

He considered the tip region dominated by flow resistance, whereas acceleration and 

inertia terms were neglected. The tip region therefore deviates from the Ritter (1892) 

solution propagating at a certain moment without changing its shape and velocity 

(Figure 3.9). The flow behind this tip was analysed as ideal fluid. He proposed equa-

tions for both cases, namely a fluid reservoir without motion (vo = 0) and fluid with 

initial motion vo ≠ 0, as for a wave-induced flow. The length of the tip region is 
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with the tip position xtip, the upstream end position of the tip x1, the initial reservoir 

depth do, the flow front velocity vf, the bottom slope So and time t. For wave-induced 

overland flow do is equal to the onshore wave height H and the wave celerity c is used 
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Due to the reduced wave breaking energy dissipation, the run-up velocity on a 

steep 1:6 (V:H) slope was even larger for the scale model as compared with the proto-

type. Viscous effects were prominent for run-down velocities on this steep slope due to 

the large flow acceleration. Based on an analysis of archived run-up data for λ = 1 to 10 

the magnitude of scale effects mainly depended on the inclination and surface roughness 

of the slope instead of the model scale. 

Surface tension and gravity both contribute to wave propagation. According to 

Hughes (2005) their effect is equal for a wave length of L = 0.017 m. However, for a 

deep-water wave length of L = 0.10 m surface tension contributes only 2.9% to the total 

wave celerity (2.3.2). 

Lauber and Hager (1998) stated a minimum reservoir water depth of h = 0.30 m to 

avoid scale effects of dambreak wave modeling. This criterion is easy to control for 

specific dambreak wave tests, but it is hardly addressable for the present wave-induced 

overland flow investigation. 

Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci (2005b) indicated that wave overtopping scale effects 

occur mainly for small overtopping rates due to surface tension and viscous effects. 

Whereas a critical Weber number W2 = v2dρ/σ > 10 was defined based on test results, 

typical values in model tests are in a range of W2 = 30 to 3000. For Reynolds numbers 

R = 2(r‒w‒h)2/(υTw) < 1,000 test results of wave run-up and overtopping velocity 

should be interpreted carefully. 

Small-scale tests of wave generation in a still water depth of h = 0.02 m were 

conducted by Richter (2007). Significant wave damping was observed for waves with a 

period of Tw < 0.33 s. 

A European design manual for coastal defense was provided by KFKI (2007). 

Based on model tests conducted in Germany, the UK and the Netherlands, the allowable 

wave overtopping over sea-dikes can be assessed. Further, relevant modeling criteria to 

avoid scale effects are specified (Figure 3.18). 

Wave generation due to granular slide impact is subjected by scale effects due to 

air entrainment and complex 3-phase flow. According to Heller et al. (2008) a still 

water depth of h ≥ 0.20 m is required to neglect these relative to the generation of slide-

induced impulse waves. A limiting condition relevant for the present project includes 

similar phenomena such as wave breaking or air entrainment. 

Heller (2011) summarized model and scale effects for hydraulic modeling in gen-

eral. Based on a literature review he provides an overview on model scales and limiting 
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3.7 Summary and identified research gaps 

The above literature review illustrates a large number of studies on the various topics 

considered within this research. The impulse wave phenomenon particularly relevant in 

a mountainous environment can therefore be treated as three individual reaches, the 

generation, the propagation and the shore interaction. Whereas the wave generation 

process is considered satisfactorily investigated for the 2D case as impulse wave fea-

tures are predictable using the impulse product parameter P, the 3D generation phase is 

still not sufficiently covered. The solitary wave theory was identified as a suitable ap-

proximation for the waves considered. As they are simple to generate, rapidly estab-

lished in a wave channel, and allow for neglect of reflections, solitary waves are appro-

priate to investigate impulse wave effects experimentally. With fluid particles deflected 

only above the still water level, they further involve a maximum value consideration. 

Past wave run-up investigations mostly accounted for plain gentle slopes 

tan ≤ 1/10 representing typical ocean coast bathymetries, merely found in mountainous 

regions. The run-up characteristics are then different due to the increased frictional 

effects as compared with gravity dominated run-up on steeper slopes. Most studies are 

further related to regular or irregular short-crested wind waves. Only few studies are 

available for wave-induced flow forces on structures with limitations to a particular 

shore geometry including a sea defense or with respect to limited parameter combina-

tions. Numerical studies become increasingly important but need to be calibrated by 

field or laboratory benchmark data. The works of Hall and Watts (1953), Zelt and 

Raichlen (1991) and Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci (2005a) were identified to be of partic-

ular interest with the possibility to compare their results to the current research. 

Currently, the conversion of offshore orbital wave motion to directed overland 

flow cannot be described. If the flow depth and velocity were known as an intermediate 

step, the flow-structure interaction could be modeled. Flow force or pressure distribu-

tion could be determined in a large-scale model without scale effects, which is hardly 

possible if wave generation and propagation were included. Numerical models can then 

be applied with appropriate approach flow depth and velocity as boundary conditions. 

Complex situations as permeable slopes, roughness effects or various structural geome-

tries and structure-structure interaction could then be investigated in detail. 

Therefore, the main objectives of the present work are: 

 Establish simplified model setup to investigate 2D wave-shore interaction 

 Ensure accurate solitary wave generation 
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 Investigate scale and model effects for solitary wave run-up and overland flow 

 Improve general process understanding 

 Determine flow depths and flow velocities on the overland flow portion 

 Study flow field at the transition from slope to horizontal plane using PIV 

 Provide estimates for wave run-up and overland flow characteristics 

 Provide benchmark data useful for numerical model calibration 

A new test setup was inserted into the VAW impulse wave channel to achieve the above 

goals. A systematic parametrical study was conducted to analyze the conversion of 

orbital wave motion to directed overland flow. 
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v. The distance between the wave generator paddle end position and the transition point 

from shore slope to the horizontal plane was kept constant for all investigations to 

xtr = 25w = 6.25 m. 

4.3 Test program 

To analyze the run-up and overland-flow features of solitary waves, physical model 

tests were conducted in a wide range of basic parameters. The main parameters varied 

were the shore slope β, the still water depth h and the relative wave height ε. Three 

different shore slopes of tanβ = 1/1.5, 1/2.5, and 1/5.0 were tested. With the steepest 

slope roughly corresponding to the natural angle of repose of sand of ≈ 34° and the 

gentle slope of ≈ 11° typically found at lake shores, the effect on the overland flow 

characteristics is tested within a wide range. For each of these shore slopes, tests were 

conducted with five still water depths h = 0.16, 0.18, 0.20, 0.22, and 0.24 m. Given the 

constant shore height w = 0.25 m, this results in relative shore heights of 

W = w/h = 1.042 - 1.563. Since h is the prominent normalization parameter, the relative 

distances between the wave generator and the toe point of the shore (subscript toe) 

varied between xtoe/h = 20.833  - 36.719. The length of the horizontal overland flow 

portion was kept constant to lov = 10w = 2.5 m. The total extent of shore dimensions is 

listed in Table 4.1. Test setup dimensions are illustrated in Figure 4.3 for the three 

slopes investigated. For each still water depth, relative wave heights ε = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 

0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 were generated. According to Eq. (2.21) this leads to solitary wave 

lengths of L95% = 0.81 - 3.22 m. The resulting theoretical solitary wave features are 

listed in Table 4.2. 

Scale family and wave run-up tests were conducted twice for each parameter 

combination to avoid gross errors. Overland flow tests were repeated 4 times so that 

front velocities were deduced as the sample average of 5 identical tests to account for 

random errors. According to the possible parameter combinations, the main results of 

the present work are based on the evaluation of 424 test runs for overland flow tests, 

105 test runs for PIV measurements, and 42 test runs for wave run-up. In addition scale 

family testing required the analysis of further 126 test runs. 
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Table 4.1 Dimensions of test insets 

 h [m] W [‒] xtoe/h [‒] xtr/h [‒] lov/h [‒] 

1:1.5 

0.16 1.563 36.719 39.063 15.625 

0.18 1.389 32.639 34.722 13.889 

0.20 1.25 29.375 31.25 12.5 

0.22 1.136 26.705 28.409 11.364 

0.24 1.042 24.479 26.042 10.417 

1:2.5 

0.16 1.563 35.156 39.063 15.625 

0.18 1.389 31.25 34.722 13.889 

0.20 1.25 28.125 31.25 12.5 

0.22 1.136 25.568 28.409 11.364 

0.24 1.042 23.438 26.042 10.417 

1:5.0 

0.16 1.563 31.25 39.063 15.625 

0.18 1.389 27.778 34.722 13.889 

0.20 1.25 25 31.25 12.5 

0.22 1.136 22.727 28.409 11.364 

0.24 1.042 20.833 26.042 10.417 

 

 

Table 4.2 Theoretical solitary wave features of investigated parameter range 

h [m] 
 ε = 0.1 ε = 0.2 ε = 0.3 ε = 0.4 ε = 0.5 ε = 0.6 ε = 0.7 

H/L 0.007 0.021 0.039 0.060 0.083 0.110 0.138 

0.16 
H [m] 0.016 0.032 0.048 0.064 0.080 0.096 0.112 

L [m] 2.15 1.52 1.24 1.07 0.96 0.88 0.81 

0.18 
H [m] 0.018 0.036 0.054 0.072 0.090 0.108 0.126 

L [m] 2.41 1.71 1.39 1.21 1.08 0.99 0.91 

0.20 
H [m] 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 

L [m] 2.68 1.90 1.55 1.34 1.20 1.09 1.01 

0.22 
H [m] 0.022 0.044 0.066 0.088 0.110 0.132 0.154 

L [m] 2.95 2.09 1.70 1.47 1.32 1.20 1.11 

0.24 
H [m] 0.024 0.048 0.072 0.096 0.120 0.144 0.168 

L [m] 3.22 2.28 1.86 1.61 1.44 1.31 1.22 
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4.4 Instrumentation 

4.4.1 Overview 

Measured data of interest included the deep-water wave profiles with a special focus on 

the wave height H and the wave celerity c, as well as the onshore overland flow features 

including the flow depth d and the flow velocity v, all measured using Ultrasonic Dis-

tance Sensors (UDSs). Further, run-up heights r were measured optically and the flow 

field was recorded by PIV to gain an insight into the flow processes and to analyze flow 

velocities particularly at x = xtr, where UDS measurements are challenging. Photographs 

were taken using a Single Lens Reflex (SLR) camera with a 16 mm wide-angle lens and 

an acquisition frequency of approximately 5 Hz. 

4.4.2 Wave gauges 

Whereas self-designed Capacitance Wave Gauges (CWGs) were used for previous 

studies conducted at VAW, the water surface displacement was measured for the pre-

sent study using ‘UNAM 30’ UDSs manufactured by Baumer Electric, Switzerland. 

CWGs are capacitors increasing their capacitance as the wetted area of the measuring 

probe increases. These probes are oscillatory-charged and discharged, respectively, with 

a frequency of 300 Hz. Their advantages are the excellent temporal measurement reso-

lution and their insensitivity against splash. Particularly the latter was the decisive 

characteristic for their past employment. However with the probe inserted into the water 

body, CWGs as intrusive measurement method disturb the local flow characteristics. 

Having a wire diameter of 5 mm they are considered as a point gauge, with water flow 

passing the probe thereby generating an uprush upstream and a backwater downstream 

of the probe, both negatively affecting the measurement accuracy. For fast water level 

reduction a thin water film drains the probe with small temporal delay. Probe wires are 

also slightly bent due to wave interaction. 

For the current investigations, splash was irrelevant and UDSs were used as a 

non-intrusive measurement method. An important advantage is their independency of 

calibration in advance of a test run. The sensors detect the distance to a reflecting object 

by acoustic logging. Temperature effects on sonic speed are compensated automatically. 

The ultrasonic frequency and the measurement range of 70 - 1000 mm thereby deter-

mine the measuring accuracy of < 0.3 mm. With an overall sample frequency of 60 Hz, 
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The paddle height of 0.54 m above the channel bottom enables for the generation 

of solitary waves with a maximum water surface elevation of h + η = 0.534 m, corre-

sponding to ε = 0.78 for h = 0.3 m, or ε = 0.3 if h = 0.4 m. A circumferential sealing of 

PTFE-coated adhesive tape attached to the paddle reduced gap losses. The paddle was 

connected to two rodless linear pneumatic drives DGPL-80-800 of 0.8 m length. Given 

an operation pressure of 6 bar the maximum driving force is 2000 N each. Pressurized 

air was provided to the drives by two proportional directional control valves MPYE-5-

3/8, controlled by an axis controller SPC-200 in combination with an axis interface 

SPC-AIF and a displacement transducer MLO-POT-1000, all together operating as a 

regulator circuit. 

The paddle trajectory of the targeted wave is assigned to the axis controller as an 

analogue output value of the time dependent paddle position Sw(t). The axis controller 

permanently compares the actual measured paddle position with the targeted value. For 

deviations larger than 0.1 mm, the valves are regulated to balance this difference regard-

ing specified attenuation and amplification factors. Adjustment of these key variables 

prevents the paddle from over- and undershooting. In unloaded condition, i.e. in an 

empty channel without water, the positioning system is able to execute high dynamic 

motion. However, when operating in water, system inertia may affect paddle motion so 

that iterative target value over-amplification may be used for compensation. 

According to Goring (1978) the paddle trajectory to generate a solitary wave cor-

responds to the depth-averaged horizontal particle velocity of a passing wave (Eq. 2.27), 

given as 

   
 txh

txc
tSv

t

S
wx

w
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,~

d

d





 ,       (4.1) 

with Sw as the paddle stroke. The paddle velocity then depends on both, time and posi-

tion, since during its generation the wave will separate from the generator paddle. Ac-

counting for the solitary wave profile specified in Eq. (2.18), the iterative equation 
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      (4.2) 

follows the normalized paddle trajectory, which was solved using a classical Runge-

Kutta method of 4th order. The corresponding normalized paddle trajectory versus the 

relative time Tr = t(g/h)1/2 is shown in Figure 4.12 for ε = 0.7, 0.5, and 0.3. 
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The location of wave measurements UDS‒1 and UDS0 was selected to avoid 

shore interaction and thus, to measure ‘deep water’ characteristics, but also wave profile 

changes due to propagation. Depending on h and , the distance between UDS0 and the 

shore toe point xtoe corresponds to x/h = 5 - 13 (Figure 4.3) and is therefore larger than 

L95%/2, except for tan = 1/5.0, h = 0.24 m and ε = 0.1. Effectively measured wave 

heights (Hmeas) are slightly lower than targeted (Htarget), but overall in good agreement as 

compared in Figure 4.19a. However, targeted values of wave height were used for wave 

description instead of the effectively measured values used in the data analysis. Average 

wave celerities deduced from UDS measurements correspond to 99.1% of the theoreti-

cal values calculated using Hmeas (Figure 4.19b). 

4.6 Similitude 

Neglecting electromagnetism and nuclear forces in hydraulic modeling, various gravity-

based forces affect hydraulic problems. The most important driving forces are gravity, 

viscosity, capillarity, elasticity and pressure forces (Hughes 2005). As fluid motion is 

considered, inertia is the general retaining force. One single process is then governed by 

the ratio between a driving force and inertia. To achieve perfect similitude between 

prototype and model, kinematic (motion) and dynamic (forces) similarity is required 

besides the more easy to achieve geometrical (shape) similarity (Heller 2011). Hence, 

the basic requirement is to setup a scaled model with similar geometry, i.e. a miniature 

reproduction. In addition, kinematic similarity requires constant ratio between time 

dependent processes, i.e. velocity and acceleration. Perfect similitude in addition to the 

latter two requires the same force ratios, as compared with the prototype. Since fluid 

properties e.g. density, surface tension, viscosity or the elasticity modulus are virtually 

not adjustable, the ratio between these forces changes with any scale differing from 

unity, e.g. 

sticcharacteriModel

sticcharacteriPrototype
 .       (4.4)

 

Since a physical process is usually dominated by only two forces, the corresponding 

ratio is kept constant thereby neglecting other, less important force ratios. The process is 

then modelled according to a certain law of similitude, defining the scaling ratios to 

transfer measured model quantities to prototype dimensions. 
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According to the governing forces mentioned above important laws of similitude 

exist in hydraulic modeling. Gravity as the basis for all flow processes in nature is 

accounted for in Froude’s law of similitude. The corresponding Froude number relates 

to the ratio of gravity forces to inertia as 

RgL

v
F ,         (4.5) 

with v as a characteristic velocity and LR as a characteristic length. The most common 

interpretation thereof is the ratio between a flow velocity and the shallow water wave 

celerity to distinct between subcritical (F < 1) and supercritical flows (F > 1). 

Viscosity is accounted for in Reynolds law of similitude involving the Reynolds 

number 


RvL

R ,         (4.6) 

as the ratio between viscous forces and inertia, with ν = 10‒6 m2/s as the kinematic water 

viscosity at 20°C. For large values of R, viscous forces are too small to retain single 

fluid particles on their streamline thereby introducing turbulence to the flow. A common 

threshold value is R = 2,400 as the transition from laminar to turbulent pipe flow. 

As the third main characteristic, surface tension is accounted for in Weber’s law 

of similitude with the Weber number 

 

RL

v




W          (4.7) 

as the ratio between capillary forces and inertia including σ = 0.074 kg/s‒2 as the water 

surface tension at 20°C. Capillary forces on the one hand prevent fluid flow, given 

water depths d ≤ 2.7 mm and on the other hand contribute to wave propagation particu-

larly for wavelengths L ≤ 0.017 m. 

A surface wave considered as a deformation of a water body is a disturbance of 

the energetic equilibrium of the fluid at rest. The two main forces acting against this 

deformation are gravity and surface tension. Surface tension is prominent particularly 

for small wave lengths, for which gravity force effects are small. In contrast, the gravity 

contribution increases with increasing wave length. For the presently investigated wave 

lengths in the range L95% = 0.8 - 3.2 m, gravity is considered the dominating force of 

wave propagation (Figure 2.13) and subsequent overland flow so that Froude’s law of 

similitude applies. The corresponding scaling ratios are listed in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 Scaling ratios according to Froude’s law of similitude 

Quantity Ratio  

Length   

Area 2  
Volume 3  
Time 21  
Velocity 21  
Acceleration 1 

Discharge 25  
Force 3  

 

If a flow is modelled according to the law of Froude, flow velocity reduces under-

proportional by λ1/2 compared with the flow depth which is linearly scaled by λ. As a 

result, the flow velocity gradient increases, thereby increasing the effect of fluid viscosi-

ty and thus energy dissipation. Further, smaller particle velocities within a down-scaled 

solitary wave may lead to a laminar flow behaviour as compared with a turbulent 

boundary layer in prototype (Göbel, in Kobus 1984). To ensure correct transfer of 

measured model quantities to prototype, either the presence of scale effects has to be 

excluded, or they have to be quantified. A quantitative statement of scale effects is 

challenging since test conditions vary in a wide parameter range of wave lengths, still 

water depths, and overland flow depths. Instead, with the results of a scale family min-

imum Reynolds and Weber numbers were identified, above which scale effects are 

negligible for the present test setup (Sections 4.7 and 5.3). 

4.7 Scale family test setup 

Physical modeling of the solitary wave run-up and subsequent overland-flow features 

involved a new test setup installed at the VAW wave channel. Contrary to past investi-

gations regarding the generation phase of landslide-induced impulse waves, waves were 

generated by a piston-type wave generator to allow for a simplified test procedure. An 

artificial impermeable and smooth PVC shore was inserted at the channel rear end 

(Figure 4.1). A scale family including three different scales λ = 1, 2, and 4 was investi-

gated prior to the main experiments to detect possible model and scale effects. The 
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dimensions of the test setup with the shore slope tan = 1/5.0 used for the main investi-

gations were considered prototype scale λ = 1. Whereas shore insets were down-scaled 

twice by a factor of 2 in geometrical similitude, the channel width was kept constant at 

b = 0.5 m as sidewall effects were neglected and test processes considered 2D. The 

relative distance between the transition (subscript tr) point from shore slope to horizon-

tal overland flow portion and the wave generator paddle end position was kept constant 

at xtr = 31.25h, resulting in a shore toe (subscript toe) point location at xtoe = 25h (Figure 

4.21). The connected horizontal overland flow portion (subscript ov) was of lov = 12.5h 

length. The absolute dimensions of the different shore insets are listed in Table 4.5. The 

final results of the scale family tests including their discussion are presented in Sec-

tion 5.3. 

 

Table 4.5 Absolute dimensions of scale family test insets 

λ h [m] w [m] xtoe [m] lov [m] 

1 0.20 0.25 5.00 2.50 

2 0.10 0.125 2.50 1.25 

4 0.05 0.0625 1.25 0.625 

4.8 Error analysis 

A number of single errors are introduced by the test procedures, the different measure-

ment systems and the material accuracy of the incorporated test setup. These errors are 

classified into systematic and random errors (Martin and Pohl 2009). Systematic errors 

are caused by the test setup and test procedure itself and are therefore reproducible. 

They can be corrected after experimentation or reduced by careful test performance. 

Systematic measuring inaccuracies are usually specified by the manufacturer of the 

measurement equipment. 

The following systematic errors are expected for the present experiments: 

 Geometrical channel inaccuracy (±2.0 mm) 

 Geometrical inaccuracy of shore insets (±0.5 mm, ±0.5°) 

 Measuring inaccuracy of point gauge to adjust still water level (±0.1 mm) 

 Positioning accuracy of regulator circuit of wave paddle (±0.1 mm) 

 Measuring inaccuracy of UDS sensors (±0.3 mm) 
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 Measuring inaccuracy of PIV system (overall ±5%) 

 Personal errors (indeterminable) 

 Laser deflection mirror affecting flow (indeterminable) 

 Temperature variation by ±2°C affecting fluid properties, e.g. viscosity or 

surface tension (indeterminable) 

 Atmospheric pressure variation (indeterminable) 

Several of these error sources are hardly quantifiable. Whereas the shore slope is 

important for wave run-up tests, the geometrical inaccuracy has an effect on overland 

flow tests, since the relative shore height W is a prominent parameter. Geometrical 

inaccuracy of the channel dimensions has an effect on the effective wave height. Ac-

cording to Green’s law (Eq. 2.1), the wave adapts to the locally varying channel cross-

section, resulting in a modified wave height. Whereas this effect is negligible for still 

water depths of h = 0.20 m within the main investigations (H2/H1 ≈ ±0.5%), the relative 

error becomes prominent for scale family tests also involving water depths h = 0.05 m, 

for which the wave height change is H2/H1 = ±1.25%. The still water level is adjusted 

using a point gauge of Δh ≈ ±0.1 mm accuracy. The water volume displaced by the 

paddle stroke then changes by Δh/h = 200 mm/0.2 mm = 0.001 ̂  0.1% and is therefore 

negligible. Positioning accuracy of the wave paddle was not considered separately but 

within a test series to determine the reproducibility of wave generation. Experiments 

were conducted with care so that personal errors are considered indeterminable. The 

laser mirror attached to the channel bottom is considered a turbulence-generating obsta-

cle in the flow. The mirror was used only for PIV investigations and the mirror effect is 

therefore not quantified. Temperature was kept constant under laboratory conditions. 

Fresh tap water was kept at rest for at least 6 h to ensure micro-air bubble detrainment 

and temperature adaptation. The effect of the temperature variation by ±2°C was not 

quantified. Atmospheric pressure changed according to the respective weather condi-

tions but its effect on the experimental results was considered negligible. Systematic 

errors are quantified below. Error sources aiming at a variation of the wave height are 

not further considered, as all test results are related to wave heights measured upstream 

of the shore insets. 

Random errors are not reproducible and cannot be avoided by improvement of test 

equipment or test procedure. Usually random errors are estimated to be normal distrib-

uted and their effect may be of reducing or increasing character with equal probability. 

Random errors reduce with increasing number n of repeated tests. However, a reasona-
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ble test number is provided if the order of the random error reduces to that of the sys-

tematic error. A further increase in test number does not increase the accuracy of the test 

data as the systematic error then determines the overall test accuracy. 

A certain measured quantity j consists of an expected value j , determined as the 

mean average of the sample, and the corresponding confidence interval ej as 

jejj  .         (4.8) 

The latter indicates a certain range which covers the true value of a quantity with a 

certain probability. The relative error 

j

e
e

j          (4.9) 

is used to indicate the effect of a certain error on the expected value. A simple measure 

for the quality of a data series is the standard deviation 
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which is used to determine the standard error 

n

s
e u

s  .         (4.11) 

Given a normal-distributed random error is specified as the single, double or triple of 

the standard deviation, then the true value is covered with a probability of 68%, 95%, 

and 99.7%, respectively (Stahel 2009). The total error is determined as the sum of sys-

tematic and random errors to 

 rsj eee  .        (4.12) 

Usually, the measured error is only an intermediate step to determine a target quantity. 

In this case, error propagation has to be considered. A function y = f(j) has to be speci-

fied accounting for the effect of j on the target value. The inclination of y(jmeas) then 

indicates the effect of the determined error on the target quantity as 

jy e
j

f
e 










d

d
.        (4.13) 

The following random errors are expected for the present experiments: 

 Positioning inaccuracy of wave generator paddle 

 Irregular flow front complicates its detection, velocity and flow depth for 

both run-up and overland flow. 
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The positioning error of the wave generator paddle was investigated by a series of 

20 identical tests generating a wave of ε = 0.5, and h = 0.2 m. The standard error was 

identified to es,H = 0.099 mm stating excellent test repeatability. The three main quanti-

ties investigated in this work, namely wave run-up height r, overland flow depth d and 

overland flow velocity vf are affected by random errors. As the overland flow features 

are the most affected measurement quantities, their values were determined as the sam-

ple average of 5 identical tests to account for variation but to keep the experimental 

extent reasonable. Run-up tests introduced a significantly smaller variability and thus 

the measurement quantities were determined as the sample average of 2 identical tests. 

The error of these three quantities 

   errorrandom,insetsshore,,, Hfvdre       (4.14) 

is a function of the wave height measurement, the accuracy of the shore insets and the 

random error. 

Below, single specific errors are specified according to Eq. (4.13) for wave run-up 

tests. The maximum systematic error of the wave height measurement occurs for the 

smallest wave height ε = 0.1 and h = 0.20 m to 

%5.1015.0
mm20

mm3.0
max,, 

Hse .      (4.15) 

The shore angle effect is included in the run-up equation (Eq. 5.6) to 

  05.0tan  y . 

The inclination of y( = 11°) then is 
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resulting for the non-dimensional run-up height in the negligible quantity 

  008.05.0, Rse .       (4.16) 

Random errors are not accounted for, since run-up tests were only conducted twice for 

each parameter combination, which is insufficient for a statistical analysis. 

Specific errors for overland flow tests are analogous to the above described wave 

run-up errors. The maximum wave height effect is for ε = 0.1 and h = 0.16 m 

%9.10188.0
mm16

mm3.0
max,, 

Hse .      (4.17)
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The average sample standard deviation of 5 identical tests for one parameter configura-

tion concerning the normalized flow front velocity determined midway on the horizon-

tal overland flow portion using UDS is 

  025.0cvs fu ,        (4.18) 

resulting in a standard error 

  011.0
5

025.0
cve fs .       (4.19) 

The main error sources within the present study are attributed to the geometrical 

channel inaccuracy and the inaccuracy of the PVC shore insets as well as systematic 

errors of the experimental procedure. Due to the high-quality measurement methods 

further error sources are reduced to insignificance. In general, the individual errors of 

the test setup are small as compared to the scatter of the final data evaluation (Chap-

ter 5). 
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5 Experimental results 

5.1 Overview 

Solitary impulse wave-induced overland flow was investigated in a physical scale mod-

el to obtain information required for a hazard assessment. The main question currently 

is: Is wave-induced overland flow expected with respect to given wave and shore fea-

tures? If the wave height is large enough, flow depths and velocities as well as the flow 

discharge are of relevance to estimate loads on structures or potential damage. To fill in 

this gap with comprehensive data, three key parameters, namely the shore slope tanβ, 

the relative shore height W and the relative wave height ε were varied within the present 

study (Section 4.3). All predictions presented below are valid for the range of basic 

parameters investigated, i.e. tanβ = 1/5.0 - 1/1.5, W = w/h = 1.04 - 1.56 and 

ε = H/h = 0.1 - 0.7. 

The current section presents the experimental results including the data analysis. 

Following the general process description in Section 5.2 the scale family is addressed in 

Section 5.3. The wave run-up process as the simplest case of wave-shore interaction is 

presented in Section 5.4 focusing on the run-up height in 5.4.2, wave reflection in 5.4.3 

and the free surface profiles in 5.4.4. Overland flow is considered in Section 5.5, with a 

special focus given to wave reflection coefficients in 5.5.3, the onshore flow front posi-

tion in 5.5.4, overland flow depths in 5.5.5, flow velocity in 5.5.6 and flow discharge in 

5.5.7. The deduced prediction equations are summarized in Section 5.6. 

5.2 General process description 

5.2.1 Wave run-up 

Figure 5.1 shows a photo sequence of solitary wave run-up for tanβ = 1/5.0 and ε = 0.7. 

The run-up process can be separated into three regions, namely the solitary wave ap-

proach (Figure 5.1a-c), the wave run-up (Figure 5.1d-j) and finally the down flow pos-

sibly generating a bore or plunging breaker (Figure 5.1k-o). 
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the run-up tongue, particle velocity is then a multiple of the maximum particle velocity 

of the wave crest. In Figure 5.1d wave motion is still present at the wave back and crest, 

indicated by the maximum surface elevation located upstream of the front fluid position, 

whereas the wave front has already transformed into a flow tip. The fluid particles of the 

upper crest region of the incoming wave have a large velocity as compared to particles 

of lower wave regions. As indicated by the white front, air is entrained at the flow tip 

due to high turbulence. Due to scale effects, the air entrainment rate in model scale may 

differ significantly from prototype scale, so that this aspect was not further investigated. 

In Figure 5.1e-h wave motion ceases and the flow tongue runs up the shore, thereby 

strongly reducing the run-up flow depth (note the arrow indicating the flow front). 

The upper region high-velocity fluid particles remain moving upwards the shore 

until the maximum run-up elevation (xmax, ηmax) is reached (Figure 5.1j). This run-up 

height depends on the shore angle β and the relative wave height ε and is approximately 

equal to r ≈ 3a. At the lower portion of the run-up wedge developing flow reversal 

additionally decreases the flow depth (Figure 5.1i), as indicated by the free surface 

depression at the location of the initial still water level. For large run-down velocities 

this depression is steep (Figure 5.1k) and subsequently generates a bore (Figure 5.1l-o). 

For a steep shore slope tanβ > 1/5.0 a plunging breaker may be generated. The high-

velocity jet then exerts a localised high-pressure impact on the shore, thereby entraining 

a large amount of air. Both mechanisms dissipate a significant amount of incident wave 

energy, thereby reducing the total upstream wave reflection. The maximum run-down 

elevation is reached in Figure 5.1k prior to bore formation. As solitary waves do not 

inhibit a wave trough, wave run-down was not further investigated. For tanβ = 1/5.0 the 

amplitude of the reflected wave is too small for visual detection. 

5.2.2 Overland flow 

A photo sequence of solitary wave-induced overland flow is shown in Figure 5.2 for 

tanβ = 1/5.0, W = 1.25 and ε = 0.7. This process consists again of three regions, namely 

the solitary wave approach (Figure 5.2a-c), the transition from wave motion to overland 

flow (Figure 5.2d,e), and distinct overland flow without wave motion (Figure 5.2e-n). 

The solitary wave approach is identical for both cases, the wave run-up (Figure 

5.1a-c) and overland flow (Figure 5.2a-c), as no fluid reaches the horizontal overland 

flow portion until then. The compressed and thus asymmetric solitary wave transforms 
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into overland flow (Figure 5.2d,e) with the wave peak located on the shore slope and 

not reaching the transition point xtr. This conversion includes the transfer of potential 

energy of the compressed wave crest to flow acceleration and is completed in Figure 

5.2f. The small air cavity generated by flow separation from the run-up bottom at the 

sharp transition from the shore slope to the horizontal portion is detrained. 

In Figure 5.2f the flow front (indicated by the white arrow) has reached almost 

midway of the overland flow portion. The overland flow is fully developed with a small 

flow depth over the entire horizontal portion and air entrained at the flow tip due to 

turbulence (Figure 5.2d-h). Flow reversal of the previous ‘wave crest’ occurs on the 

shore slope in Figure 5.2i-l. Since the down-rush velocity is small as compared to the 

run-up case (Figure 5.1m), bore formation and air entrainment are much less pro-

nounced. No more wave motion is visible. The overflow portion begins to drain from 

the transition point. 

5.3 Scale family 

5.3.1 Overview 

As the present research is focused on the wave effects at the run-up shore, a new test 

setup was inserted into the VAW impulse wave channel including a piston type wave 

generator and a simplified PVC shore (Section 4.2). To obtain information on possible 

scale and model effects a scale family involving three scales λ = 1, 2 and 4 with a shore 

slope of tanβ = 1/5.0 was investigated prior to the main study (Section 4.7). Conclusions 

were drawn based on solitary wave run-up heights (5.3.2), overland flow depths 

(5.3.3.2) and flow front velocities (5.3.3.3). Within a scale family it is assumed that the 

largest scale λ = 1 is free of scale effects. With a still water depth of h = 0.20 m this is 

not necessarily correct. The obtained results were therefore compared to literature data 

available only for wave run-up (Section 3.3), but not for overland flow tests (Section 

3.4). Minimum Reynolds and Weber numbers were defined, for which scale effects are 

considered negligible for the present test setup (5.3.5). Section 5.3 is published in a 

slightly modified form by Fuchs and Hager (2012). 
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(dmax/h = 0.04) without any distinct peak. For λ = 4 surface tension prevents the water 

from draining the overland flow portion leading to an increased flow depth due to fluid 

accumulation (Figure 5.4d). 

5.3.3.2 Maximum relative overland flow depths 

The maximum relative flow depth dmax/H is shown in Figure 5.5 for various positions x 

on the overland flow portion. The flow depths were normalized with the “offshore” 

wave height H measured at x/h = 15 excluding possible model effects caused by (1) 

wave generation and (2) wave propagation (Figure 4.2). Since an UDS overestimates 

the maximum flow depth due to surface curvature at x = xtr as described above, the 

values for this sensor position extracted from UDS measurements were replaced by 

optically-measured maximum flow depths. Positions located at x* = 2 are not affected 

by this effect. Deviations of relative flow depths between two tests were minute with 

rms(dmax/H)λ = 1,2 ≤ 0.01 and rms(dmax/H)λ = 4 ≤ 0.05. Again, the data for λ = 1 and 

λ = 2 agree well for ε = 0.7 - 0.4, whereas surface tension effects for λ = 2 are present 

for ε = 0.3 at x* = 10 and for ε = 0.2 at x* = 4, where surface tension prevents fluid flow 

and leads to an increased water depth. 

For λ = 4 the maximum relative flow depth is affected by model effects at all posi-

tions x along the run-over portion. At x = xtr, i.e. at the transition from shore slope to the 

horizontal overflow portion, fluid viscosity affects the wave run-up (Figure 5.3) leading 

to maximum relative flow depths significantly reduced by a factor between 1.21 

(ε = 0.5) and 1.86 (ε = 0.2). Due to turbulent energy dissipation the flow velocity is 

reduced so that flow depths increase. Whereas dmax/H at the start of the run-over portion 

is smaller for λ = 4 than for the larger scales, model effects lead to even larger values at 

the shore end. 

Note that the maximum relative flow depth at x = xtr increases for decreasing rela-

tive wave heights from dmax/H ≈ 0.47 (ε = 0.7) to dmax/H ≈ 0.62 (ε = 0.2). For larger x 

the effect of ε is reduced. For the smallest value of ε = 0.1 investigated, the wave front 

hardly reaches the horizontal shore portion and no overland flow results for all scales. 

For λ = 4 this effect already occurs if ε = 0.2 (Figure 5.5c). 

5.3.3.3 Flow front velocity 

Within the scale family tests the overland flow front was defined at d(x) = 0.01h. Time 

increments for the front advance were extracted from the UDS data. The deduced front 

velocities were spatially-averaged between two neighboring UDS (4.4.2). 
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Figure 5.6 shows the relative front velocity vf/c along the overland flow portion 

for various ε and all three scales. If the incoming solitary wave elevation (H + h) is 

larger than the maximum flow depth on the shore height (w + d), as for ε ≥ 0.4, the flow 

is additionally accelerated so that vf/c > 1. Due to friction, vf reduces with x leading to 

smaller values of vf/c at the end of the overland flow portion. However, for λ = 1 from 

x* = 0 to 4, the flows accelerate by 7%, 22% and 7% for ε = 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3, respective-

ly (Figure 5.6b,c). Particularly at the run-over end vf/c values may become irregular due 

to small flow depths. Whereas the front velocities essentially agree for λ = 1 and λ = 2, 

they significantly differ for λ = 4. For ε = 0.7 vf/c  1.40 if λ = 1 and λ = 2, whereas 

vf/c(ε = 0.7) ≈ 1.10 only if λ = 4 (Figure 5.6a), which is mainly due to wave breaking 

directly after wave generation. For both ε = 0.6 and 0.5 and x* ≤ 6, vf/c  1 except for 

λ = 4 and ε = 0.5 (Figure 5.6b). 

For λ = 4 and ε = 0.3 a straight flow front results only if x* ≤ 6 (Figure 5.6c). For 

larger x the front spreads into individual ‘tongues’ preventing further records. For λ = 1 

and λ = 2 this front break-up occurred if ε = 0.2, for which no overland flow resulted at 

λ = 4. 

5.3.4 Discussion of results 

5.3.4.1 Deviations from largest scale 

To further detect model effects, the determined maximum relative flow depths dmax/H 

and front velocities vf/c were normalized with those of the largest scale λ = 1, for which 

no scale effects are expected. Figure 5.7 shows d* = (dmax/H)/(dmax/H)λ = 1 at various 

values of x and ε. Deviations larger than 15% from λ = 1 are plotted as closed symbols. 

Whereas a good agreement results for λ = 2, except for values measured at large dis-

tances for small ε, the values for λ = 4 differ significantly over the entire overflow por-

tion by a factor between 0.59 and 2.35. The normalized front velocity 

v* = (vf/c)/(vf/c)λ = 1 is shown in Figure 5.8. Here values deviating more than 10% are 

plotted as closed symbols. Whereas front velocities for λ = 2 are within a 10% threshold 

if x* ≤ 8 and ε ≥ 0.4, these for λ = 4 are smaller by a factor of up to 0.38. The deviations 

described above are caused by viscous effects. High velocity gradients within the flow 

sheet lead to increased energy dissipation and thus, decreased flow velocity in combina-

tion with larger flow depths, as compared to λ = 1 and 2. 
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particle velocity according to Eq. (2.23) and the solitary wave celerity c are smaller than 

vreq by a factor of vreq/vx,max ≈ 3 and vreq/c ≈ 1 - 1.7. The combination of both c + vx,max 

slightly overestimates vreq but may be compensated by viscous and friction effects. 

These processes were not further investigated within the present study. 

5.4.3 Wave reflection 

Neglecting wave attenuation, a wave preserves its shape during propagation in a domain 

without change in bathymetry or width. If the surrounding geometry changes, the wave 

is subjected to shoaling, refraction or diffraction with its energy partially reflected (sub-

script r), transmitted (subscript t) or dissipated (subscript d). With κ as the ratio between 

reflected, transmitted or dissipated and the incident wave height all three mechanisms 

are related as 

1 dtr  .        (5.7) 

Considering wave run-up on a linearly inclined plane, transmission cannot occur and 

Eq. (5.7) reduces to κr = 1 ‒ κd. Therefore, wave energy which is not reflected is sup-

posed to be dissipated. 

Figure 5.27 shows free surface elevations versus time measured at UDS0 (Figure 

4.3) upstream of the shore for ε = 0.5 and the three different shore angles. For all three 

cases the incident wave crest passes the sensor at t = 3.8 s, whereas the reflected wave 

crest occurs at t = 6.8 s (tanβ = 1/1.5), t = 7.3 s (tanβ = 1/2.5) and t = 8.0 s 

(tanβ = 1/5.0). For the abrupt bathymetry change of the steep shore, wave reflection is a 

well-defined process as indicated by the pronounced wave profile (solid line in Figure 

5.27). In contrast, for gentler shore angles reflection is a more gradual process, indicated 

by larger values of η at earlier times, e.g. η ≈ 10 mm at t ≈ 6 s for tanβ = 1/5.0 (dotted 

line). As wave reflection is induced directly when the wave approaches the shore toe, 

the reflected wave profile is significantly flatter. This long flat reflected wave eventual-

ly disintegrates into a number of shorter waves due to wave dispersion. A smaller value 

of κr for gentler slope angles therefore not necessarily means higher energy dissipation 

but pronounced wave dispersion. The interpretation of κ coefficients in terms of an 

energy consideration is therefore questionable. However, as the wave height is of par-

ticular importance for most engineering applications, e.g. the assessment of wave run-up 

or overtopping discharge, κ coefficients are considered a suitable description of wave-

shore interaction processes. 
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5.5.6 Flow velocity 

The above data analysis covering wave run-up, wave reflection and flow depths is 

primarily based on video recordings and UDS measurements. The latter are only point 

measurements with detailed information available only locally. Flow front velocities 

can be determined with the temporal offset between flow front detection of two consec-

utive sensors. The obtained velocities are then spatially averaged over the propagation 

distance Δx = 2w. This method is therefore applicable only if the measured velocity is 

uniform over the propagation distance. Particularly at the transition point x = xtr the flow 

is accelerated and front velocities measured by UDS are then misinterpreted. In addi-

tion, for a steep shore slope, the wave motion has not been fully transformed into over-

land flow reducing the significance of front velocity measurements, as the maximum 

velocities are then not necessarily present at the flow front. 

PIV recordings with focus on the transition point were conducted for all parameter 

combinations to obtain velocity information for the entire flow field in addition to the 

free surface measurements. The flow field of overland flow for identical incident wave 

conditions W = 1.14 and ε = 0.50 is shown for tanβ = 1/1.5 (Figure 5.63), 1/2.5 (Figure 

5.64), and 1/5.0 (Figure 5.65). 

The flow has just reached the horizontal overland flow portion in subfigure (a). 

Fluid motion indicated by the greyscale background contour shows characteristic differ-

ences: for tanβ = 1/1.5 the velocity distribution is similar to the undisturbed solitary 

wave with the maximum particle velocity under the wave crest (Figure 4.16). In con-

trast, the gradual bathymetry change of the gentler slopes enforces the transformation to 

overland flow, indicated by the vertical bounds of particle velocity ranges and the max-

imum particle velocities being located at the flow front. 

At the sharp transition from shore slope to the horizontal plane the flow is deflect-

ed (subfigures b). This effect is pronounced for the steeper slopes but almost absent for 

tanβ = 1/5.0. Velocity vectors at x* ≈ 0.2 are inclined in the slope-parallel direction. 

With the abrupt bathymetry change of the steep shore, the rate of change of the flow 

depth d/x is larger as compared to the gentler slopes. Particle motion therefore suc-

cumbs a stronger transformation and is significantly accelerated. 

In subfigures (c) the overland flow on the horizontal plane is fully-developed and 

flow reversal occurs on the shore slope. Note the different propagation of the flow front 

depending on the shore slope. Whereas for tanβ = 1/1.5 the front is located at x* ≈ 1.4 it 

exceeds the field of view for tanβ = 1/5.0. 
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152  Computational example
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15.1

042.09.02.04.0
m67
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2.045.0cot45.00 
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hd

eff . 

With a transition point velocity parameter (Eq. 5.19) of 

  145.0515.1042.0cot 5.05.22.035.05.2tan3
eff    WA

the maximum depth-averaged horizontal velocity at the transition point is (Eq. 5.20) 

      
sm61.6

145.013.0tanhm9.5m6781.9513.0tanh5~ 5.05.0

s
m5.0

max, 2



 Acvx

The discharge parameter (Eq. 5.23) is  

 
0066.0

515.1

042.0

cot 5.02.05.15.0cot5.1

eff 






W

B  

and the corresponding maximum discharge per unit width (Eq. 5.24) is 

      
sm6.10

066.0tanhm9.5m9.5m6781.983.0tanh83.0

2

5.05.0

s
m5.0

0 2



 BcHq
. 

For a structure located 100 m away from the initial shoreline, the relative overland flow 

position (Eq. 5.16) is 

  271.015.177100* 4.12.03.54.1tan3.5*
max  Wxx , 

resulting in an overland flow depth (Eq. 5.17) reduced by a factor of 

      686.0271.054.0tanh154.0tanh1 39.039.0*
max

0

max  x
d

d

to dmax = 0.686  2.01 m = 1.38 m. The maximum onshore flow velocity is (Eq. 5.21) 

  
      sm8.715.1042.02.2tanhm9.5m6781.96.1

2.2tanh6.1
75.05.0

s
m

75.0
effmax,

2 

 Wcv f 

.

This example demonstrates the applicability of the present approach. 
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7 Conclusions and outlook 

7.1 Conclusions 

Physical model investigations were conducted regarding plain solitary impulse wave 

run-up and wave-induced overland flow. A new test setup was therefore installed in the 

VAW impulse wave channel including a piston-type wave generator and a smooth 

impermeable PVC shore. A scale family was investigated to ensure test reproducibility 

and to determine scale effects. The main investigations were conducted within a wide 

range of the three key parameters: shore slope tan = 1/1.5 - 1/5.0, relative shore height 

w/h = 1.04 - 1.56 and relative solitary wave height H/h = 0.1 - 0.7. Prediction equations 

are specified for the wave run-up, overland flow depth, overland flow velocity and the 

overland flow discharge. Obtained results were compared to the sparse literature data. 

The main features of wave run-up and overland flow described herein are based 

on the following general observations. The wave energy in terms of particle velocities 

(kinetic energy) and free surface elevation (potential energy) is proportional to the wave 

height. Therefore, the larger the wave height, the stronger are the considered features of 

wave-shore interaction. The freeboard and thus the relative shore height indicates to 

which extent the overland flow process shows similarities to plain wave run-up. Where-

as for a small relative shore height a major wave portion is transmitted onshore, the 

incoming wave has to run-up the shore slope prior to the overland flow for a large rela-

tive shore height. A portion of the incoming wave energy is therefore consumed and no 

more available for the overland flow. The shore slope has an effect on the overland flow 

features, particularly at the transition point. The steeper the shore slope, the more abrupt 

is the change from orbital wave motion to directed overland flow. For a gentle slope the 

incoming wave begins to continuously transform into overland flow already in deep 

water. At the transition point, overland flow is then fully developed with large flow 

velocities located at the flow front and corresponding small flow depths. In contrast, for 

a steep shore slope this transformation occurs locally at the transition point: the wave is 

compressed leading to a larger flow depth and smaller particle velocities. The flow front 

is represented by wave features including the maximum particle velocity located under 

the wave crest instead of the flow front. However, the potential energy of the increased 

flow depth is finally transformed into kinetic energy und thus into flow acceleration. 

The maximum onshore flow velocities are therefore independent from the shore slope. 
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The following main findings result from the above descriptions: 

 

 Scale effects are considered negligible for the present test setup complying to the 

specified minimum Reynolds- and Weber numbers (Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4). Meas-

urements affected by scale effects correspond to 14% of all test data and were 

excluded from data analysis. Affected measurements occurred particularly at the 

end of the overland flow portion for small wave heights and large shore heights. 

 A prediction equation for plain wave run-up is specified in Eq. (5.6). The maxi-

mum run-up is linearly proportional to the incident wave height and given by 

r ≈ 3a. In addition a gentle slope slightly increases the run-up height. 

 Wave reflection coefficients are specified for plain wave run-up in Eq. (5.8) and 

for wave-induced overland flow in Eq. (5.12). Whereas small waves are almost 

totally reflected, the coefficient reduces to 22% for large waves. In addition the 

reflection is high for steep slopes and large shore heights with all key parameters 

linearly involved in the overland flow breaker parameter (Eq. 5.11). 

 The flow front propagation predicted by Eq. (5.14) strongly depends on the 

shore height. Whereas for a large shore height the flow is decelerated during 

propagation, it is accelerated if the shore height is small. In addition a large 

wave height involving high wave celerity leads to fast flow propagation. A gen-

tle shore slightly reduces the propagation time. 

 The flow depth evaluation is separated into two parts. First the maximum flow 

depth at the transition point is specified by Eq. (5.15). Depending on the shore 

slope and shore height the maximum flow depth corresponds to 25 - 129% of the 

incident wave height. In a second step, the maximum flow depth along the shore 

relative to that of the transition point is given by Eq. (5.17). The flow depth 

therefore rapidly reduces to 19 - 49% in a relative distance of two shore heights 

from the transition point. 

 Maximum flow velocities are specified for the transition point in Eq. (5.20) and 

for the ‘far field’ in Eq. (5.21). If the shore slope is gentle the maximum velocity 

is located at the flow front whereas it is located slightly upstream the flow front 

for a steep shore. In the ‘far field’ the velocity is independent from the shore 

slope and tends to a maximum value of ≈ 1.6 times the incident wave celerity if 

the wave height is large, and the shore height is small. 
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 The maximum discharge at the transition point is predicted by Eq. (5.24). For a 

large wave height and a small shore height the discharge can reach 83% of the 

maximum mass flux of the solitary wave. 

 

In addition to the above findings, PIV vector data and free surface profiles are available 

by the author as a benchmark for numerical modeling. 

7.2 Outlook 

Comprehensive data for solitary impulse wave run-up and overland flow were obtained 

by physical laboratory modeling in a wide range of basic parameters. In addition to the 

current findings, the following potential objectives would add to both general process 

understanding and improvement of prediction equations: 

 

 Large-scale tests conducted for a test setup-geometry similar to the present, to 

expand the scale family und support the current findings. The results of the larg-

est scale considered within the scale family were compared to literature data of 

larger scale to ensure the neglect of scale effects. These literature data incorpo-

rate outdated test set-ups and instrumentation, however. 

 Tests with a focus on the transition point in larger scale to particularly study 

small relative wave heights H/h ≤ 0.3. In addition, experiments with a rounded 

transition from the shore slope to the horizontal overland flow portion, possibly 

better representing prototype conditions, could be compared to the present test 

set-up with a sharp transition. Whereas the maximum onshore flow conditions 

are expected to remain unaffected, the flow front propagation close to the transi-

tion point is expected to be faster or less decelerated. 

 The present parameter range could be extended regarding different wave types, 

e.g. from simple regular waves like the cnoidal or sinusoidal type to irregular 

waves, i.e. a wave spectrum. As the present investigation is related to solitary 

waves and thus represents an extreme-value consideration in terms of wave en-

ergy, other wave types are expected to reduce the present results thus leading to 

a more realistic and economic hazard assessment. 
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 Different shore angles could further extend the parameter range. The shore angle 

has a major effect on the flow depths at the transition point. The effect of a verti-

cal wall would be a useful addition to the present shore slopes. Test results could 

be compared to literature data, since e.g. overtopping of a vertical wall was pre-

viously studied. A gentler slope involves by definition a longer propagation dis-

tance. The existing VAW wave channel is therefore not suited for gentle slope 

experiments. 

 A valuable addition would be the comparison of the present physical test data to 

results obtained by numerical modeling. Due to the constantly improving com-

putational performance, numerical modeling becomes increasingly relevant in 

engineering applications. The ability of numerical codes to reproduce the wave-

induced overland flow features for simplified geometrical conditions could sup-

port the future application of these methods to more complicated prototype 

bathymetries. A quick numerical hazard assessment would then be favourable in 

terms of time and cost, as compared to physical experiments which require the 

physical construction of the topography considered. 
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Notation 

Symbols 

a = Wave amplitude [m] 

ai = Initial reservoir water depth [m] 

A = Transition point velocity parameter A = εeffW
3tan+2.5(cot)0.5 [−] 

b = Width [m] 

ba = bottom slope acceleration term [−] 

B = Discharge parameter B = εeff/[W
1.5cot(cot)0.5] [−] 

c = Wave celerity [m/s] 

cc = Surface tension-induced wave celerity cc = (σk/ρ)0.5 [m/s] 

cg = Gravity-induced wave celerity cg = (g/k)0.5 [m/s] 

cgr = Wave group celerity [m/s] 

cmin = Minimum wave celerity [m/s] 

C = Chézy coefficient [m1/2/s] 

d = Overland flow depth [m] 

d* = Normalized flow depth d* = (dmax/H)/(dmax/H)λ=1 [−] 

d0 = Maximum flow depth at transition point [m] 

d0* = Normalized maximum flow depth at transition point d0* = d0/h [−] 

D = Required onshore water layer [m] 

e = Euler number e = 2.718 [−] 

es = Standard error [−] 

Ekin = Kinetic energy [kg m2/s2] 

Epot = Potential energy [kg m2/s2] 

f = Friction factor [−] 

F = Force [kg m s‒2] 

F = Froude number F = v/(gLR)0.5 [−] 

g = Gravity acceleration g = 9.81 m/s2 [m/s2]

h = Still water depth [m] 

H = Wave height [m] 

Hb = Breaker wave height [m] 

Hw = Seawall height [m] 

j = Quantity 

k = Wave number k = 2π/L [m‒1] 
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K = First elliptic integral 

l = Length [m] 

L = Wave length [m] 

LR = Reference length [m] 

m = Mass [kg] 

me = Elliptic parameter [−] 

M = Relative slide mass M = ms/(ρwbh2) [−] 

Mv = Parameter [−] 

n = Manning coefficient [s/m1/3] 

Nv = Parameter [−] 

p = Pressure [kg/m/s2] 

P = Impulse product parameter P = FS1/2M1/4{cos[(6/7)α)]}1/2 [−] 

q = Discharge per unit width [m2/s] 

q0 = Maximum discharge at transition point [m2/s] 

Q = Discharge [m3/s] 

r = Run-up height [m] 

R = Relative run-up height R = r/h [−] 

R = Reynolds number R = vLR/ν [−] 

s = Slide thickness [m] 

su = Standard deviation of sample [−] 

S = Relative slide thickness S = s/h [−] 

Sw = Normalized wave generator paddle trajectory [−] 

S0 = Bottom slope [−] 

t = Time [s] 

T = Relative time T = t/(cH) [−] 

Tf = Transfer function [−] 

Tr = Relative time Tr = t(g/h)1/2 [−] 

Tw = Wave period [s] 

T = Wave type product T = S1/3Mcos[(6/7)α] [−] 

u = Confidence interval [−] 

U = Ursell number U = ε/γ = HL2/h3 [−] 

v = Velocity [m/s] 

v* = Normalized velocity v* = (vf/c)/(vf/c)λ = 1 [−] 

vx = Horizontal particle velocity [m/s] 

T = t(c/H)------------
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vz = Vertical particle velocity [m/s] 

v~  = Depth-averaged particle velocity [m/s] 

V = Volume [m3] 

W = Relative shore height W = w/h [−] 

W = Weber number W = v/(σ/(ρLR))1/2 [−] 

w = Shore height [m] 

x = Horizontal coordinate [m] 

xb = Distance to building [m] 

x* = Normalized horizontal coordinate x* = (x‒xtr)/w [−] 

z = Vertical coordinate [m] 

zf = Freeboard zf = w‒h [m] 

 

Greek symbols 

α = Slide impact angle [°] 

β = Shore angle [°] 

γ = Nonlinearity parameter γ = h2/L2 [−] 

Δ = Difference [−] 

ε = Relative wave height ε = H/h [−] 

η = Water surface elevation [m] 

θ = Wave attenuation coefficient [−] 

ρ = Water density ρ = 1000 kg/m3 [kg/m3]  

σ = Water surface tension σ = 0.074 kg/s‒2 [kg/s2]  

σtip = Tip depth ratio [−] 

τ = Time parameter [−] 

τd = Characteristic distance [m] 

κ = Solitary wave number κ = [(3/4)(H/h3)]0.5 [m‒1] 

κf = Discharge coefficient [−] 

κr = Wave reflection coefficient κr = Hr/H [−] 

κr,ov = Overland flow wave reflection coefficient [−] 

κ* = Relative wave reflection coefficient [−] 

λ = Scale factor [−] 

μ = Dynamic viscosity [kg/m/s] 

ν = Kinematic fluid viscosity ν = 10-6 m2/s [m2/s]  

ξ = Iribarren number ξ = tan/(H/L)0.5 [−] 
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ξs = Solitary wave Iribarren number ξs = tan/ε [−] 

ξd = Horizontal coordinate [m] 

φ = Reduction factor [−] 

ω = Wave frequency ω = 2π/Tw [s‒1] 

Subscripts 

b bottom 

c capillary 

cr crest 

d distance 

eff effective 

f front 

fr free surface 

g gravitational 

i internal 

kin  kinetic 

max  maximum 

meas  measured 

min  minimum 

ov overland flow 

pot  potential 

pred  predicted 

r reflection 

red reduction due to obstacle 

ref reflection 

req  required 

s solitary wave 

t transmission 

tip tip 

toe  toe 

tot total 

tr transition point 

trg trough 

0 deep-water 
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Appendix A: Measured raw data 

Below, selected measured raw data of the scale family, the plain wave run-up tests and 

the wave induced overland flow tests are listed. Note, that not necessarily all these data 

were used for the data analysis. Tables A.1 to A.3 contain wave run-up test data for a 

gentle shore slope of tanβ = 1/5.0 and three different scales λ = 1, 2 and 4 and scale 

family overland flow data are listed in Table A.4. The wave run-up data for slopes 

tanβ = 1/2.5 and 1/1.5 are presented in Table A.5. Tables A.6 to A.8 contain data of the 

overland flow measurements as the sample average of 5 identical tests. 

 

Table A.1 Measured run-up raw data of scale family tests, λ = 1 

tanβ h [m] εtarget [‒] H [m] ε [‒] r [m] R [‒] 

1/5.0 0.20 

0.7 
0.138 0.69 0.419 2.10 

0.136 0.68 0.417 2.09 

0.6 
0.112 0.56 0.362 1.81 

0.113 0.57 0.364 1.82 

0.5 
0.094 0.47 0.314 1.57 

0.094 0.47 0.314 1.57 

0.4 
0.075 0.38 0.255 1.27 

0.076 0.38 0.257 1.28 

0.3 
0.058 0.29 0.197 0.98 

0.058 0.29 0.197 0.98 

0.2 
0.038 0.19 0.132 0.66 

0.038 0.19 0.132 0.66 

0.1 
0.019 0.10 0.065 0.32 

0.019 0.10 0.065 0.32 

1/5.0 0.16 

0.7 
0.104 0.65 0.329 2.05 

0.105 0.66 0.330 2.06 

0.6 
0.088 0.55 0.289 1.81 

0.088 0.55 0.293 1.83 

0.5 
0.073 0.46 0.243 1.52 

0.073 0.46 0.248 1.55 

0.4 
0.060 0.38 0.201 1.26 

0.059 0.37 0.200 1.25 

0.3 
0.044 0.28 0.152 0.95 

0.044 0.28 0.152 0.95 

0.2 
0.030 0.19 0.101 0.63 

0.030 0.19 0.101 0.63 

0.1 
0.015 0.09 0.052 0.32 

0.015 0.09 0.052 0.32 
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Table A.2 Measured run-up raw data of scale family tests, λ = 2 

tanβ h [m] εtarget [‒] H [m] ε [‒] r [m] R [‒] 

1/5.0 0.10 

0.7 
0.069 0.69 0.216 2.16 

0.069 0.69 0.217 2.17 

0.6 
0.056 0.56 0.180 1.80 

0.057 0.57 0.181 1.81 

0.5 
0.046 0.46 0.150 1.50 

0.046 0.46 0.148 1.48 

0.4 
0.037 0.37 0.119 1.19 

0.036 0.36 0.116 1.16 

0.3 
0.027 0.27 0.088 0.88 

0.027 0.27 0.088 0.88 

0.2 
0.018 0.18 0.057 0.57 

0.018 0.18 0.057 0.57 

0.1 
0.008 0.08 0.026 0.26 

0.008 0.08 0.026 0.26 

1/5.0 0.08 

0.7 
0.054 0.68 0.164 2.05 

0.054 0.68 0.164 2.05 

0.6 
0.043 0.54 0.132 1.65 

0.044 0.55 0.132 1.66 

0.5 
0.035 0.44 0.109 1.37 

0.035 0.44 0.109 1.37 

0.4 
0.028 0.35 0.090 1.13 

0.028 0.35 0.088 1.10 

0.3 
0.020 0.25 0.065 0.81 

0.021 0.26 0.065 0.82 

0.2 
0.014 0.18 0.042 0.53 

0.014 0.18 0.043 0.54 

0.1 
0.007 0.09 0.020 0.25 

0.007 0.09 0.020 0.26 
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Table A.3 Measured run-up raw data of scale family tests, λ = 4 

tanβ h [m] εtarget [‒] H [m] ε [‒] r [m] R [‒] 

1/5.0 0.05 

0.7 
0.028 0.56 0.071 1.43 

0.029 0.58 0.071 1.41 

0.6 
0.030 0.60 0.077 1.54 

0.030 0.60 0.077 1.53 

0.5 
0.024 0.48 0.062 1.24 

0.024 0.48 0.062 1.24 

0.4 
0.018 0.36 0.048 0.95 

0.018 0.36 0.048 0.96 

0.3 
0.013 0.26 0.035 0.69 

0.013 0.26 0.034 0.69 

0.2 
0.009 0.18 0.022 0.45 

0.009 0.18 0.023 0.46 

0.1 
0.005 0.10 0.010 0.20 

0.005 0.10 0.010 0.20 

1/5.0 0.04 

0.7 
0.023 0.58 0.056 1.40 

0.023 0.58 0.056 1.40 

0.6 
0.021 0.53 0.052 1.30 

0.021 0.53 0.052 1.30 

0.5 
0.017 0.43 0.041 1.03 

0.017 0.43 0.041 1.03 

0.4 
0.014 0.35 0.033 0.83 

0.014 0.35 0.032 0.81 

0.3 
0.010 0.25 0.024 0.60 

0.010 0.25 0.024 0.61 

0.2 
0.007 0.18 0.016 0.40 

0.007 0.18 0.016 0.39 

0.1 
0.003 0.08 0.006 0.16 

0.003 0.08 0.007 0.18 
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Table A.4 Measured overland flow raw data of scale family tests 

λ tanβ h [m] εtarget [‒] H [mm]   UDS1 UDS2 UDS3 UDS4 UDS5 UDS6

1 1/5.0 0.20 

0.2 38 
dmax [mm] 23.3 8.7 5.7 5.1 3.8 
vf [m/s] 1.02 1.08 0.97 0.61 

0.3 56 
dmax [mm] 32.5 13.9 9.0 7.4 6.5 5.2 
vf [m/s] 1.39 1.50 1.48 0.86 0.92 

0.4 75 
dmax [mm] 40.7 18.2 12.2 9.3 8.0 7.1 
vf [m/s] 1.57 2.02 1.81 1.38 1.05 

0.5 94 
dmax [mm] 48.4 21.9 14.7 11.5 9.4 8.0 
vf [m/s] 1.95 2.16 2.08 1.51 1.44 

0.6 113 
dmax [mm] 55.8 25.4 16.8 12.9 10.4 9.3 
vf [m/s] 2.29 2.38 2.22 1.84 1.85 

0.7 134 
dmax [mm] 62.0 27.7 18.3 13.6 11.1 9.5 
vf [m/s] 2.55 2.64 2.49 1.91 2.21   

2 1/5.0 0.10 

0.2 18 
dmax [mm] 14.0 4.5 4.0 3.6 
vf [m/s] 0.66 0.57 0.45 

0.3 27 
dmax [mm] 18.1 7.2 4.8 3.5 3.3 4.4 
vf [m/s] 0.92 0.93 0.88 0.58 0.36 

0.4 36 
dmax [mm] 22.7 9.4 6.2 4.8 4.1 4.1 
vf [m/s] 1.20 1.16 1.16 1.01 0.62 

0.5 45 
dmax [mm] 26.4 11.2 7.4 5.7 4.7 4.4 
vf [m/s] 1.49 1.35 1.41 1.23 0.98 

0.6 55 
dmax [mm] 30.1 13.0 8.3 6.3 5.5 4.9 
vf [m/s] 1.57 1.54 1.58 1.20 1.00 

0.7 68 
dmax [mm] 34.0 14.4 9.0 6.9 6.0 5.0 
vf [m/s] 1.91 1.76 1.74 1.29 1.36   

4 1/5.0 0.05 

0.3 12 
dmax [mm] 6.9 3.5 3.6 3.3 
vf [m/s] 0.64 0.37 0.31 

0.4 17 
dmax [mm] 8.0 4.2 3.3 3.4 3.3 2.8 
vf [m/s] 0.81 0.55 0.69 0.39 0.42 

0.5 23 
dmax [mm] 10.0 4.6 3.1 2.9 2.9 3.1 
vf [m/s] 0.92 0.78 0.83 0.67 0.67 

0.6 30 
dmax [mm] 11.0 5.5 3.4 2.9 2.9 3.5 
vf [m/s] 0.92 0.93 0.95 0.68 1.02 

0.7 28 
dmax [mm] 10.0 5.5 4.2 3.0 3.1 3.8 
vf [m/s] 0.93 0.99 0.84 0.59 0.93   
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Table A.5 Measured raw data of solitary wave run-up tests 

tanβ h [m] εtarget [‒] H [m] ε [‒] r [m] R [‒] 

1/5.0 0.20 

0.7 0.138 0.69 0.419 2.10 

0.6 0.112 0.56 0.362 1.81 

0.5 0.094 0.47 0.314 1.57 

0.4 0.075 0.38 0.255 1.27 

0.3 0.058 0.29 0.197 0.98 

0.2 0.038 0.19 0.132 0.66 

0.1 0.019 0.10 0.065 0.32 

1/2.5 0.20 

0.7 0.137 0.69 0.460 2.30 

0.6 0.113 0.57 0.380 1.90 

0.5 0.094 0.47 0.310 1.55 

0.4 0.076 0.38 0.240 1.20 

0.3 0.058 0.29 0.180 0.90 

0.2 0.038 0.19 0.120 0.60 

1/1.5 0.20 

0.7 0.137 0.69 0.430 2.15 

0.6 0.113 0.57 0.330 1.65 

0.5 0.094 0.47 0.270 1.35 

0.4 0.076 0.38 0.210 1.05 

0.3 0.058 0.29 0.155 0.78 

0.2 0.038 0.19 0.100 0.50 
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Table A.6 Measured raw data of solitary wave induced overland flow for tanβ = 1/1.5 

tanβ h [m] εtarget [-]   UDS−1 UDS0   UDS1 UDS2 UDS3 UDS4 UDS5 UDS6 

1/1.5 0.24 

0.1 H [mm] 24.4 24.3 
dmax [mm] 30.8 10.9 7.6 5.3 5.1 5.0 
vf [m/s] 0.48 0.86 0.91 0.76 0.40 

0.2 H [mm] 48.5 48.1 
dmax [mm] 59.3 22.9 14.9 10.7 8.9 7.7 
vf [m/s] 0.64 1.28 1.43 1.43 1.29 

0.3 H [mm] 71.5 71.0 
dmax [mm] 84.3 33.1 22.0 15.9 12.9 10.5 
vf [m/s] 0.75 1.54 1.81 1.84 1.69 

0.4 H [mm] 94.5 93.8 
dmax [mm] 108.0 42.3 28.4 20.4 16.3 13.6 
vf [m/s] 0.83 1.81 2.05 2.21 2.03 

0.5 H [mm] 117.3 116.3 
dmax [mm] 130.5 51.3 34.6 24.6 19.3 16.4 
vf [m/s] 0.87 2.10 2.30 2.46 2.42 

0.6 H [mm] 140.5 139.1 
dmax [mm] 152.4 60.2 40.1 28.2 21.8 18.5 
vf [m/s] 0.85 3.27 2.60 2.67 2.67 

0.7 H [mm] 165.6 165.4 
dmax [mm] 149.1 70.2 45.8 31.1 23.6 20.0 
vf [m/s] 0.93 2.96 2.85 2.98 3.07   

1/1.5 0.22 

0.1 H [mm] 22.3 22.3 
dmax [mm] 14.7 4.7 4.2 
vf [m/s] 0.45 0.45 

0.2 H [mm] 44.6 44.3 
dmax [mm] 43.2 12.9 8.1 5.9 5.5 3.1 
vf [m/s] 0.77 1.15 1.20 1.09 0.57 

0.3 H [mm] 66.3 65.5 
dmax [mm] 67.8 22.2 14.2 10.1 8.3 6.7 
vf [m/s] 0.94 1.50 1.64 1.55 1.05 

0.4 H [mm] 86.5 85.6 
dmax [mm] 88.3 30.1 19.3 13.8 10.9 8.7 
vf [m/s] 1.05 1.75 1.91 1.99 1.74 

0.5 H [mm] 108.3 107.0 
dmax [mm] 108.8 38.2 24.4 17.6 13.6 11.0 
vf [m/s] 1.12 2.01 2.19 2.25 2.18 

0.6 H [mm] 130.0 128.4 
dmax [mm] 128.1 46.0 28.9 20.4 16.0 15.4 
vf [m/s] 1.16 2.40 2.44 2.46 2.57 

0.7 H [mm] 155.4 154.2 
dmax [mm] 135.9 54.2 33.1 22.7 17.3 64.5 
vf [m/s] 1.17 2.93 2.69 2.70 2.92   

1/1.5 0.20 

0.2 H [mm] 40.2 39.7 
dmax [mm] 28.1 5.9 4.4 5.0 
vf [m/s] 0.73 0.88 0.80 

0.3 H [mm] 60.0 59.2 
dmax [mm] 50.8 13.3 8.1 6.2 5.4 4.2 
vf [m/s] 0.99 1.34 1.34 1.06 0.75 

0.4 H [mm] 78.9 78.0 
dmax [mm] 69.3 20.5 12.5 8.9 7.3 5.9 
vf [m/s] 1.12 1.64 1.71 1.63 0.98 

0.5 H [mm] 97.6 96.6 
dmax [mm] 86.2 26.9 16.3 11.9 9.3 7.4 
vf [m/s] 1.24 1.84 2.04 1.95 1.66 

0.6 H [mm] 117.4 116.1 
dmax [mm] 102.7 33.2 20.1 14.3 11.0 8.8 
vf [m/s] 1.32 2.13 2.27 2.19 1.82 

0.7 H [mm] 141.9 141.0 
dmax [mm] 119.7 39.9 23.2 16.1 12.3 9.8 
vf [m/s] 1.37 2.47 2.55 2.49 2.43   

1/1.5 0.18 

0.3 H [mm] 54.1 53.4 
dmax [mm] 33.1 6.5 4.2 5.0 
vf [m/s] 0.91 1.03 0.97 

0.4 H [mm] 70.6 69.5 
dmax [mm] 49.5 11.8 7.0 5.5 5.2 4.3 
vf [m/s] 1.12 1.43 1.40 1.03 0.72 

0.5 H [mm] 87.5 86.2 
dmax [mm] 64.1 17.2 10.2 7.5 6.3 5.2 
vf [m/s] 1.25 1.71 1.75 1.60 0.44 

0.6 H [mm] 104.7 103.2 
dmax [mm] 77.4 22.3 12.9 9.3 7.5 6.3 
vf [m/s] 1.39 1.92 2.06 1.85 0.59 

0.7 H [mm] 125.9 124.9 
dmax [mm] 91.1 27.2 15.3 10.7 8.3 14.2 
vf [m/s] 1.03 2.28 2.33 2.22 1.65   

1/1.5 0.16 

0.3 H [mm] 47.7 47.4 
dmax [mm] 15.6 4.4 
vf [m/s] 0.57 

0.4 H [mm] 62.6 62.0 
dmax [mm] 31.0 5.9 3.8 4.5 
vf [m/s] 0.99 1.06 0.97 

0.5 H [mm] 77.9 76.7 
dmax [mm] 43.7 9.5 5.5 4.7 5.0 4.1 
vf [m/s] 1.19 1.41 1.41 1.09 0.27 

0.6 H [mm] 93.3 91.7 
dmax [mm] 55.1 13.8 7.8 5.9 5.3 4.2 
vf [m/s] 1.36 1.71 1.73 1.22 0.40 

0.7 H [mm] 112.4 112.1 
dmax [mm] 62.7 16.7 9.4 7.3 6.0 5.2 
vf [m/s] 1.10 1.97 1.90 1.67 1.00   
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Table A.7 Measured raw data of solitary wave induced overland flow for tanβ = 1/2.5 

tanβ h [m] εtarget [-]   UDS−1 UDS0   UDS1 UDS2 UDS3 UDS4 UDS5 UDS6 

1/2.5 0.24 

0.1 H [mm] 24.2 24.3 
dmax [mm] 30.5 11.1 8.0 5.6 5.3 
vf [m/s] 0.52 0.89 0.94 0.80 

0.2 H [mm] 48.3 47.9 
dmax [mm] 58.0 23.0 15.3 11.2 9.3 8.5 
vf [m/s] 0.72 1.32 1.49 1.44 1.31 

0.3 H [mm] 71.9 71.2 
dmax [mm] 81.0 32.5 21.8 16.1 13.0 11.5 
vf [m/s] 0.85 1.65 1.86 1.87 1.74 

0.4 H [mm] 94.5 93.6 
dmax [mm] 101.4 41.4 27.5 20.3 16.5 14.5 
vf [m/s] 0.96 1.92 2.15 2.22 2.05 

0.5 H [mm] 117.1 116.0 
dmax [mm] 120.6 50.1 32.3 23.8 19.1 17.2 
vf [m/s] 1.04 2.22 2.43 2.45 2.47 

0.6 H [mm] 141.0 139.5 
dmax [mm] 135.7 59.2 36.6 26.9 21.2 19.1 
vf [m/s] 1.06 2.81 2.68 2.70 2.74 

0.7 H [mm] 165.0 166.5 
dmax [mm] 130.2 69.2 41.1 29.2 22.8 20.6 
vf [m/s] 0.93 3.03 2.93 3.08 3.12   

1/2.5 0.22 

0.1 H [mm] 22.2 22.2 
dmax [mm] 17.1 4.8 5.1 
vf [m/s] 0.51 0.55 

0.2 H [mm] 44.3 43.9 
dmax [mm] 43.5 14.0 9.0 6.6 6.1 4.3 
vf [m/s] 0.86 1.23 1.26 1.12 0.62 

0.3 H [mm] 65.8 65.1 
dmax [mm] 63.3 22.5 14.5 10.4 8.9 7.0 
vf [m/s] 1.06 1.58 1.68 1.60 1.40 

0.4 H [mm] 86.5 85.6 
dmax [mm] 80.2 30.4 19.3 14.3 11.5 12.4 
vf [m/s] 1.20 1.86 2.00 1.97 1.84 

0.5 H [mm] 107.1 105.8 
dmax [mm] 96.2 37.8 23.5 17.3 13.7 10.8 
vf [m/s] 1.37 2.07 2.28 2.27 1.98 

0.6 H [mm] 129.9 128.4 
dmax [mm] 112.7 45.7 27.3 19.9 15.8 22.9 
vf [m/s] 2.15 2.69 2.50 2.63 2.45 

0.7 H [mm] 152.9 152.6 
dmax [mm] 129.2 53.4 30.2 21.5 17.0 28.2 
vf [m/s] 3.66 2.82 2.79 2.85 2.82   

1/2.5 0.20 

0.2 H [mm] 40.0 39.5 
dmax [mm] 28.4 7.2 4.9 5.0 
vf [m/s] 0.84 0.96 0.92 

0.3 H [mm] 59.9 59.0 
dmax [mm] 46.5 14.6 9.1 6.9 5.7 4.8 
vf [m/s] 1.10 1.42 1.43 1.32 0.70 

0.4 H [mm] 78.4 77.5 
dmax [mm] 60.5 21.1 13.3 9.5 7.9 6.6 
vf [m/s] 1.28 1.71 1.78 1.67 1.07 

0.5 H [mm] 97.4 96.2 
dmax [mm] 73.7 27.5 16.8 12.2 9.8 7.9 
vf [m/s] 1.46 1.95 2.06 1.95 1.63 

0.6 H [mm] 116.5 115.1 
dmax [mm] 85.7 33.2 19.8 14.3 11.3 8.9 
vf [m/s] 1.68 2.16 2.35 2.33 1.69 

0.7 H [mm] 139.9 138.3 
dmax [mm] 102.8 39.3 22.3 16.0 12.6 26.4 
vf [m/s] 1.91 2.59 2.59 2.66 2.16   

1/2.5 0.18 

0.2 H [mm] 36.3 36.0 
dmax [mm] 15.1 4.3 4.5 
vf [m/s] 0.58 0.48 

0.3 H [mm] 53.5 52.8 
dmax [mm] 30.5 7.9 5.0 5.2 4.0 
vf [m/s] 1.02 1.14 1.08 0.83 

0.4 H [mm] 71.2 70.3 
dmax [mm] 42.6 13.4 8.1 6.3 5.8 4.7 
vf [m/s] 1.27 1.50 1.51 1.26 0.74 

0.5 H [mm] 87.8 86.6 
dmax [mm] 52.6 18.5 11.2 8.2 7.0 6.0 
vf [m/s] 1.43 1.81 1.83 1.72 0.95 

0.6 H [mm] 106.2 104.3 
dmax [mm] 62.5 23.3 13.9 9.9 8.1 6.8 
vf [m/s] 1.62 2.03 2.09 1.96 1.23 

0.7 H [mm] 127.0 127.0 
dmax [mm] 72.8 27.6 15.8 11.4 8.9 7.5 
vf [m/s] 1.28 2.23 2.33 2.20 1.55   

1/2.5 0.16 

0.3 H [mm] 47.2 47.0 
dmax [mm] 16.2 4.2 4.4 
vf [m/s] 0.75 0.64 

0.4 H [mm] 63.0 62.3 
dmax [mm] 27.0 7.2 4.7 5.2 
vf [m/s] 1.11 1.19 1.11 

0.5 H [mm] 77.7 76.3 
dmax [mm] 35.2 10.9 6.7 5.4 5.7 
vf [m/s] 1.34 1.49 1.52 1.27 

0.6 H [mm] 93.5 91.9 
dmax [mm] 42.4 14.7 8.6 6.6 5.9 5.0 
vf [m/s] 1.58 1.78 1.79 1.64 0.75 

0.7 H [mm] 112.7 110.2 
dmax [mm] 49.7 18.1 10.6 7.6 6.4 5.8 
vf [m/s] 1.73 1.99 2.10 2.00 0.95   
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Table A.8 Measured raw data of solitary wave induced overland flow for tanβ = 1/5.0 

tanβ h [m] εtarget [-]   UDS−1 UDS0   UDS1 UDS2 UDS3 UDS4 UDS5 UDS6 

1/5.0 0.24 

0.1 H [mm] 24.0 23.7 
dmax [mm] 31.6 11.9 8.7 6.6 6.0 5.5 
vf [m/s] 0.60 0.96 1.00 0.87 0.51 

0.2 H [mm] 48.3 48.0 
dmax [mm] 54.6 22.3 15.1 16.1 9.5 8.9 
vf [m/s] 0.94 1.49 1.58 1.50 1.39 

0.3 H [mm] 71.3 70.8 
dmax [mm] 70.0 30.1 19.9 15.7 12.5 11.5 
vf [m/s] 1.17 1.76 1.84 1.80 1.67 

0.4 H [mm] 93.6 93.1 
dmax [mm] 87.1 38.3 24.4 20.9 15.5 13.9 
vf [m/s] 1.79 2.20 2.35 2.25 2.12 

0.5 H [mm] 115.9 114.9 
dmax [mm] 101.8 45.1 28.2 24.6 17.5 15.9 
vf [m/s] 1.99 2.76 2.58 2.48 2.19 

0.6 H [mm] 138.6 139.2 
dmax [mm] 123.8 52.4 32.0 23.6 19.5 17.7 
vf [m/s] 2.31 3.00 3.02 2.81 2.43 

0.7 H [mm] 163.3 167.0 
dmax [mm] 110.4 58.9 34.2 24.9 20.0 18.7 
vf [m/s] 3.68 3.41 3.15 3.22 2.77   

1/5.0 0.22 

0.2 H [mm] 
 

44.4 
dmax [mm] 35.5 14.1 9.3 7.4 6.3 5.6 
vf [m/s] 1.04 1.31 1.33 1.15 0.71 

0.3 H [mm] 
 

64.6 
dmax [mm] 48.9 21.0 13.9 10.6 8.9 8.5 
vf [m/s] 1.34 1.60 1.72 1.62 1.29 

0.4 H [mm] 
 

85.9 
dmax [mm] 59.8 26.4 17.4 13.4 11.0 41.8 
vf [m/s] 1.81 1.86 2.04 1.87 1.78 

0.5 H [mm] 106.3 106.1 
dmax [mm] 71.4 31.9 20.8 16.1 13.0 11.8 
vf [m/s] 2.22 2.34 2.37 2.25 2.20 

0.6 H [mm] 128.2 126.6 
dmax [mm] 83.1 36.6 23.6 17.8 14.5 12.9 
vf [m/s] 2.27 2.64 2.58 2.62 2.21 

0.7 H [mm] 153.4 152.3 
dmax [mm] 94.5 40.4 25.2 18.8 15.3 13.3 
vf [m/s] 2.64 2.86 2.93 2.86 2.78   

1/5.0 0.20 

0.2 H [mm]   39.5 
dmax [mm] 23.3 8.7 5.7 5.1 3.8 
vf [m/s] 1.02 1.08 0.97 0.61 

0.3 H [mm] 
 

57.7 
dmax [mm] 32.5 13.9 9.0 7.4 6.5 5.2 
vf [m/s] 1.39 1.50 1.48 0.86 0.92 

0.4 H [mm] 
 

76.0 
dmax [mm] 40.7 18.2 12.2 9.3 8.0 7.1 
vf [m/s] 1.57 2.02 1.81 1.38 1.05 

0.5 H [mm] 
 

94.1 
dmax [mm] 48.4 21.9 14.7 11.5 9.4 8.0 
vf [m/s] 1.95 2.16 2.08 1.51 1.44 

0.6 H [mm] 
 

113.0 
dmax [mm] 55.8 25.4 16.8 12.9 10.4 9.3 
vf [m/s] 2.29 2.38 2.22 1.84 1.85 

0.7 H [mm] 
 

124.6 
dmax [mm] 62.0 27.7 18.3 13.6 11.1 9.5 
vf [m/s] 2.55 2.64 2.49 1.91 2.21   

1/5.0 0.18 

0.2 H [mm] 36.0 35.6 
dmax [mm] 13.6 4.2 4.8 2.1 
vf [m/s] 0.78 0.70 0.31 

0.3 H [mm] 53.6 52.7 
dmax [mm] 22.2 8.5 6.0 5.5 4.8 3.6 
vf [m/s] 1.26 1.25 1.16 1.02 0.32 

0.4 H [mm] 70.5 69.6 
dmax [mm] 27.9 12.2 8.3 6.6 6.0 4.8 
vf [m/s] 1.60 1.64 1.56 1.33 0.57 

0.5 H [mm] 88.2 86.6 
dmax [mm] 33.2 15.0 10.2 8.1 7.4 5.9 
vf [m/s] 1.89 1.95 1.81 1.71 0.41 

0.6 H [mm] 105.7 103.9 
dmax [mm] 37.9 17.5 11.8 9.1 7.9 6.9 
vf [m/s] 2.16 2.22 2.15 1.41 0.65 

0.7 H [mm] 130.2 127.8 
dmax [mm] 42.4 19.3 12.8 9.7 8.6 7.3 
vf [m/s] 1.74 2.58 2.22 1.97 1.48   

1/5.0 0.16 

0.3 H [mm]   46.1 
dmax [mm] 11.9 4.3 3.7 4.0 2.3 
vf [m/s] 0.96 0.78 0.52 0.26 

0.4 H [mm] 
 

59.9 
dmax [mm] 16.7 7.0 4.7 5.0 3.8 
vf [m/s] 1.33 1.23 1.01 0.48 

0.5 H [mm] 
 

73.8 
dmax [mm] 20.0 9.3 6.2 5.5 4.8 3.5 
vf [m/s] 1.64 1.56 1.28 0.80 0.69 

0.6 H [mm] 
 

87.9 
dmax [mm] 23.0 11.0 7.6 6.1 5.6 4.9 
vf [m/s] 1.90 1.83 1.27 1.10 0.85 

0.7 H [mm] 
 

101.8 
dmax [mm] 25.7 12.6 8.6 6.8 6.3 5.5 
vf [m/s] 2.16 2.11 1.52 1.35 1.18   

 




